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1 - 2 session adventure for level 9 - 10. A organization of evil 
spell casters has invaded a holy temple of one of the deities of 
the chain. The heroes of this adventure will set off through a 
strange wood and to the temple of fauna. They will encounter 
wild animals, terrible villains, deadly traps, an ancient power,
and so much more.

Adventure Summary
Howling Woods - A wild place full of animals that are happy with their 
environment and to not take kindly to unwelcome strangers. There are rumors 
that the reason it is called the howling wood it because of the howling 
screams of they death cries of those who come with out invitation. However, 
it is actually called the howling wood because of the large howling monkeys 
that live here and populate the woods in large amounts. 

Temple Entrance - The entrance of the temple is perched high on a rising 
mountain that seems only to exist to raise the temple above the earth. The 
entrance is known to be impossible to fine but once found the secret 
hospitality discussed by the clerics of fauna is quite popular. The monkey 
caretakers and guardians of this temple are all over the cliffs, surrounding 
area, and inside the temple. There are signs of the Whisperers of the Grave 
setting up residence in the temple.

Urdoses Workshop - This section is where Urdos the God of Fauna did his 
animal creating in times before the first era of the world. The temple has truly 
seen better days but the monkey guardians do the best that monkeys can do to 
take care of a ancient temple. The elements of the universe that go into 
creating all living things are present in this section. Additionally, the first 
forms of animals will test the heroes more as they press through to the final 
portion of the temple.  

Palace of the Monkey King - The final section will climax with the heroes 
going forth with possible allies or without them. The Whispers of the Grave 
have this section well fortified and are at work trying to get to the monkey 
king and the soul crystal. The evils of the Whisperers of the Grave will come 
to full realization as it is found that evil magic, terrible medical experiments,
and savage pit fighting of the monkeys is found. The most taken care of 
portion of this temple is also the most effected by the evils of this group and it 
is up to the heroes to put a stop to it.

One-Shot 
If you’re running this like a one shot, read the following and then skip to 
area 1 - Room of Offerings. 

Initial Adventure Hook
Ever since the Whispers of the Grave have began their work in the realms. 
The member of the Trident have been working against them. The player may 
be in many different location and the way they are pointed to the temple of 
fauna will differ depending on where they are.

Ravens Crest- The small village of ravens crest is a small mining village. It is 
full of Dwarves and Gnomes but also has a sparse population of the other 
races of the realms. If the adventurers find themselves in Ravens Crest then 
the way they will find out about this quest is through the tavern notice board. 
The Towering Salt Tavern has a missive stating “make extra gold with a well 
established group”. 
See about the missive.  

Erstone - The City of Erstone is a large bustling city of good renown. It is 
primarily comprised of Humans and Bhasum but is frequent with travelers 
from across the realms. The adventurers will be handed a letter from a a 
unknown individual. This letter is sealed with a wax seal with a trident in the 
center. Upon opening the letterthe words “ ”. Come to the The Kind Bull Tavern
See about the letter.

Arithmic - The once ocean loved city that is now land locked is commonly 
revered to as the City of Sails. The large city is full of all races and is a well 
traveled to city by all. The adventurers will receive the information about
the quest through rumors around town if they find themselves in the city of sails. 
See about the rumors. 

Using other cities & locations

The cities above are from the fantasy world known as Pamwen and is cannon 
for that fantasy realm. However, if you do not wish to use the locations in that 
realm then replace the locations with a more familiar or preferred location 
with the below details.  

Replacing Ravens Crest- The replacing of Ravens Crest should be done 
with a small mining village. The focus on mining and all that goes into the
aspects of mining drives the community and its people. 

The replacing of Erstone should be done with a largeReplacing Erstone - 
city or even a capital city. The city of Erstone is the capital of a city state
and is one of the largest in the realms of Pamwen. A focus on mostly good
aspects and happiness for all should be the cities atmosphere. Additionally,
replacing it with a city that is sort of a bread basket of the region would be
wise as well. 

The city of sails was one a coastal city but after a Replacing Arithmic - 
cataclysmic event the city became land locked. The replacing of this city 
should be done with a bustling trade city next to a ocean, sea, or large lake.
The city of Arithmic is another capital for a city state and is a very large 
city. It should be replaced with a city with a high focus on trade.

The howling woods can be replaced withReplacing The Howling Woods- 
a large jungle or forests. The location chosen should be rather wild and 
untamed. Additionally, the area chosen should have thick vegetation, a
dense canopy, and a few dangerous predators. 

The Whispers of the Grave have infected this temple. They are 
after the soul stone of fauna. You have tracked them to the 

entrance to the temple of fauna, and seem to have already made 
it deep into the temple. Your mission is to enter the temple and 

put a stop to the actions of the Whispers of the Grave.

The Howling Wood  - The Howling Wood is often thought to be haunted but
it is not. The howling monkeys of the woods tend to howl through the days
and the nights. The monkeys are prone to be awake whenever they deem 
appropriate and this is what keeps the wood at almost a constant howl. The
adventurers may find themselves already in the wood and if this is the case 
have them find a catlike statue. 
See about the statue



About the Missive
In regards to the missive the heroes maybe interested in the job and earning 
the gold. They may ask around the tavern or around Ravens Quest but they get 
pointed to the tavern owner. 

The tavern owner is Whudrun Greygranite, this burly mountain Dwarf has 
cropped blond hair and brown eyes. His round face give way to a fiercely 
braided blond beard. Upon being asked about the missive on the tavern job 
board read the below:

That is all the information that Whudrun Greygranite has on the missive and 
job as a whole. The adventures might want to go upstairs and see if the hired 
hand is there but for this quest he will not be in the room if the adventurers go 
to look in his room. The door is locked and a successful DC 13 check is 
needed with thieves tools to open, but if no one he party has thieves tools then
they must take the extra key from Whudrun. The party may attempt to break 
the door down with a DC 16 strength check as the door is relatively new and 
made from solid wood. This will no doubt draw attention from Whudrun and 
have the city guards called to the tavern. See the  or Stealing the Keys
Breaking Down the Door. However the adventurers open the door they will 
find a empty room with not much in the room itself. The wardrobe has a few 
changes of clothes, an extra pair of boots, and a dagger inside. The bed is 
unmade and the adventurers will find nothing in the mattress or in the bed 
itself. The desk however has a letter of correspondence on it. The letter is 
from a individual known as Cordelia Morgan that was named by Whudrun the 
tavern owner earlier. The letter is written in ink and says: 

“O yes, that job posting has been up on the board for a 
couple of week snow. There was a strange looking lady 

by the name of Cordelia Morgan I think looking for 
muscle to go to the temple of fauna. I am not sure what 

the job was all about but she gave me the creeps like 
when your out late and you feel like someone might be 
watching you. I think one of your hired hands might 

actually have a room upstairs if your still interested in 
the work. I am pretty sure the rest of them left a few days 

to a week ago”. 

“We have gotten to the inner chamber in search of the 
soul crystal, but as of yet we have not found it. The damn 
monkey king is locked up in his throne room and we can 

only assume the crystal is in there. Romulu is very 
irritated by the progress we have made but it does 

not matter. We are having fun killing this little monkey
guardians and are perfectly content here. As soon as we 
can we will get through the damn monkey kings stone 

door and kill him and take find the soul stone. If you find
any other individuals looking for work we could use them.
the monkey guardians while easy to kill are very numerous

and we lost quite a few in taking the temple. The doctor
has concocted a powerful smoke that keeps the guardians
away. The inevitable acquiring of the soul shard is soon
and then once we have the rest the world will bend to the

power of the Whispers of the Grave”.

The letter is then signed by the one known as Cordelia Morgan and while the 
adventurers were reading the letter the hired lackey comes back to his room. 
The  will see the adventurers reading the letter and attack hired lackey
immediately. The adventurers may have someone watch the door and if they 
do then the  instead attacks the person at the door.hired lackey

Stealing the Keys - The extra keys for all the taverns doors are found behind 
the center of the bar. The day time will not provide much opportunity to steal 
the keys unless it is around the time for breakfast, lunch or dinner. In which 
case Whudrun will be in the kitchen with the door propped open by a old boot. 
The stealing of these keys during the day time will require a DC 14 stealth 
check to get past the watchful eyes of  Whudrun. The night time hours are a 
little easier to get away with stealing the keys but only during the hours from 
midnight to a little before first light. In which case only a DC 8 stealth check 
is needed to get to the keys.

The adventurers may choose this route and itBreaking Down the Door - 
is not advised during the day or the night time. If this is done then the ever
watchful Whudrun will hear no matter the time. This will have Whudrun 
quickly call for the . The  will come in a short town guards town guards
amount of time and during the day 2D6  will show up but thetown guards
night time brings 1D6+1  instead. town guards

The end result should end with the adventurers deciding to go find out what
is going on at the temple and hopefully to aid the guardians of the temple.
If the adventurers need further prodding in the right direction see the about
the statue section while they are traveling in the howling woods. 

The letter given to the players as stated before was given by some one 
unknown and was delivered without the adventurers ever knowing about it.
The one targeted by the individual delivering the letter will be the member of 
the party that has the most virtuous ideology. The wax seal yields a set of 
crossed tridents and once broken the letter says as was stated. The adventurers 
will find the tavern by the large bull on the tavern sign. They can be pointed in 
the right direction by almost anyone in the city. The Kings Bull Tavern is a 
very upscale tavern with almost no one in it when the adventurers arrive. The 
only individuals that seem to be present in the main room are the human bar 
keep and one other individual sitting with their back to the door. The 
adventures may go ask the human barkeep who will introduce himself as 
Jasher Stahley. The barkeep will first offer drinks for the adventures but if 
asked about the letter Jasher will have no information about it. The adventures 
may go for the individual facing way from the door. This route may be done 
after or before talking to the barkeep. The heroes will then come to find a very 
beautiful women. The women will smile at the smile at the adventurers 
seemingly knowing while they are there. The young women will wait till each 
member of the party is seated and then turn to the barkeep and give Jasher a 
nod. In which Jasher will come from around the bar look out both of the front 
windows, turn the open sign to closed, and then proceed to lock the main 
tavern door. If this brings the adventurers to be startled are alarmed then the 
women will say:

This at least in hope that the adventurers will remain calm and not be startled. 
The women will stand up and tell the adventures the following: 

                                                             

About the Letter

“calm my friends, for you being here means that we are 
and that we have nothing to fear from one another”



“hello, and welcome my name is Linet and I am a keeper 
and member of the trident. We have found some 

information that needs a immediate look into. The 
Whispers of the Grave have been at work for many years 

attempting to get there hands on very ancient and 
powerful magical artifacts. These artifacts could possibly 

end the world as we know it if they are used in the 
correct manor. The job that I have asked you all here for 

will require you to go to the howling woods and in the 
woods find the temple of fauna. This temple is the 

location of the soul crystal of the God of Fauna and if 
the Whispers of the Grave come to have their hands on 

it then that is one more for them and one less for us. The 
trident is prepared to offer each of you 150 gold to see 
the crystal either safely to us or somewhere else that is 

equally safe”.

This will hopefully be accepted by the players and send them on their ways. 
The sections in the  should allow you to answer any adventure background
and all questions that may be asked by the adventurers. 

About the Rumors
The adventures will possibly find themselves in the city of sails and if so the 
town is one of the most traveled to cities in the realms. It is a hub of trade to
the other cities of the realms and is always abuzz with rumors from across the 
entire realms. However, this set of rumors is a little more close to home and is 
rather talked about by many of the cities regulars. The taverns, business, and 
traders are frequented by people that have heard about the on goings at the 
temple of the monkey king. The table below will give many different rumors 
to help point the adventures to the temple of the monkey king. 

If the adventurers press any of these rumors than the individual will not know 
much other than they heard the rumors while at the Flat Sails Tavern. This will
point the adventures to Linet and a similar situation as the about the letter 
section. 

1      I heard a traveler say that there is quite a few less monkeys in the howling wood. 

2      Apparently there has been a lot of hunters seen in the howling wood. 
3      If your looking for work I heard a group called the Whispers of the Grave are hiring.

4      A cleric of fauna said the they were unable to find there temple.

5      My son was over by the howling wood and almost got his foot stuck in a trap.

6      Did you see those evil looking people in the area the other day? 
7      I heard that someone almost died by a monkey attack, kinda unlike them right?

8      I really hope those guys do not hurt the monkey king from the tavern the other night.

9      It is a shame the howling wood seems a bit crazy lately, it was my place to get away.

10      I heard that the howling from the howling wood has gone silent. 

The adventurers may find themselves in the howling wood for whatever reason
they may be there, or they may be in need of more prodding toward the temple
of the monkey king after coming from another city. This statue was picked up
from one of the individuals hunting for the Whisperers of the Grave. The statue
is from the temple of the monkey king and has a certain sentience to it. The 
statue can be found at any point anywhere in the woods and once it is found by
a member of the party it begins to glow red and the sentience takes over the 
cat statue. The statue begins to speak in a strange catlike voice and can be 
heard by anyone in the immediate area: 

About the Statue

“Adventurers the one created me is in dire need of your 
help. The holy place has been taken over and all the 

fauna of the realms will suffer without your assistance. 
Go to the temple of the monkey king and free the 

guardians and the king. It will be difficult to achieve but
your strength is known and you will be awarded 

handsomely by my creator. So go now and make haste 
the monkey king cannot hold out much longer and if he 

falls then soon the realms will follow.

The statue then goes quiet but the one who found the cat begins to see red 
glowing footsteps on the ground leading to the temple. 

Adventure Background

The Birth of Fauna - The realm of animals belong to Urdos the God of 
Fauna. This deity belongs to the section of the chain of life. Urdos is rather 
stubborn and really only answers to the deity who stands over the realm of 
life and his sister. Ohlena the Goddess of Life typically finds the stubborn 
Urdos quiet lovely and passionate. Yet, she will at times find herself having 
to bring the deity back from the brink of rage. His sister stand over the flora 
of the realm in the section of the chain of life and goes by the name Uana. 
These two siblings were freed from the chain of life by Ohlena at the same 
instance but only because they were from the same link in the chain. This 
releasing of them at the same time allowed them both to grow into their roles 
at the same time as well as begin creating for 
the realms at the same instance. 

n  - The now free God of Fauna begin his creating by The Creatio Begins
coming up with workers that could help him in his efforts. This set of workers 
took the form as the first and one of the earliest intelligent forms to Yansai 
walk the realm. In their early times the Yansai took up the mantle of placing 
the creations of the God of Fauna in the appropriate places that Urdos deemed 
efficient. At first Urdos attempted to create as his sister did but her nature was 
wild, random, and non mechanical. The urge of Urdos was to create beings 
that were to travel the realms and not rest on the soil. So, Urdos begin to 
gather his children to him and stone by stone they began building the temple 
of fauna that later became the temple of the monkey king.

- The fresh temple for Urdos was quickly put to work by The Fauna Spread 
both the Yansai and the God of Fauna. In this temple were all the things that 
were needed to bring the life that Urdos wanted to create. The elements of the 
physical nature of earth, wind, water, and fire were each necessaryto mold, 
make movable, breath life into, and keep the fire of life alive. A collection of 
tools and magic were also gathered and placed at the temple and soon after 
the temple was done Urdos begin to work. Yet, one problem remained and 
that problem was that he could not see his masterpieces and from that he rose 
the temple from the earth on its on pillar of earth.

Temple of the Monkey King

This section will grant those who read it a good amount of back story about 
the dungeon. This information provided can help give inspiration and content
to those who run this dungeon. If you are not playing this dungeon as a true
one shot then it is recommended to fully read this content and get a decent 
understanding of the lore and back story. 

God of Fauna

The Job Complete - The realms soon saw the blessing of Urdos all of the 
earth. A collection of running, jumping, and even some that could swim or fly 
traveled in all direction after being placed in there perspective environments 
by the Yansai. The first age approached and the job of the God of Fauna was 
complete. The first thing he did after his work was done was to release the 
Yansai of their roles and let them travel the world in their own way they 
wished. As the other deities had begun placing races of their own onto the 
earth, Urdos would not be outdone. The Yansai awoke with fresh eyes and 
prospered in the early times of the realms even when other races did not. The 
exhausted Urdos did one last thing before rising back to the heavens and he 
gave the temple to the Yansai people as a way of saying thank you. He asked 
that they protect the temple and that it be a place for all animals and those who 
hold his values as their own. The form of Urdos then left the realms and his 
children. 

Description - The temple itself is on a 100 to 200 foot cliff that rises right
out of the earth. The terrain around the temple is already rather hilly due to
its close proximity to the copper mountains, but the rising cliff is a alien to
the area. This cliff is a direct result of godly influence on the land. The 
building of the temple has seen many better days as it is more of a set of 
ruins now than it is a temple. A few of the building that once stood at the 
top of this cliff are completely fallen down but the main portion of the 
temple still stands. The entire temple is open to the air except the palace 
section which has a physical roof. The roof over the palace is copper 
colored with large domes in certain areas. At the front of the temple where 
one would expect to see an entrance is completely closed off and there does 
not seem to be a door or anyway up the mountainside.

Purpose - This temple is dedicated to the Urdos the God of Fauna.  It is a
testament to the strength of animals and to this day is where the clerics of 
fauna go to reconnect with nature and their deity.



 This group has recently came to the temple in Whisperers of the Grave -
search of the soul crystal of the God of Fauna. They made short work of the
temple guardians and have corrupted many of them making the woods 
around the temple extremely dangerous to anyone coming to the temple. The
few guardians that keep resisting are being forced to fight one another or are
be experimented on by members of the Whisperers of the Grave. These tests
are being done in both a magical and physical sense. 

 The Monkey King is the last obstacle of this temple that theMonkey King -
Whispers of the Grave have left and it will not be long before they penetrate
the final bastion of the temple of the monkey king. The monkey king is an 
amazing fighter with a legendary staff known as the Monkeys Kings Staff. 
Yet, the shear numbers and strength of the Whispers of the Grave have over
come the temple and forced the Monkey King to the throne room. 

Clerics of Fauna

Description - The lovers of animals and everywhere the animals reside are 
welcome in the clerical domain of animals. The domain of animals is resided 
over by Urdos (God of Fauna) and he protects the domain with his own 
powers as well as with the help of these powerful clerics. The realm of 
animals or fauna also closely ties to flora, the elements, and controlling the 
environment. The prized traits of this domain come from the animals and 
natures that make up what animals are. 

Creed - The clerical domain of animals is a more closely related to the 
rangers of the world. Yet, as a cleric of the animal domain, one must strive to 
protect the animals and their environments in which those animals live. It us 
not uncommon for an animal domain cleric to be stubborn, strong, passionate, 
and tough. The most successful of these clerics have tenacity for survival that 
is unrivaled by other domains.

Temples - The temples of clerics of the animal domain are often found 
in the very wilderness they walk. There are small shrines throughout the wilds 
that have often been set up by clerics of this domain in years gone past. 
However, there is a physical temple for those who wish to travel to it. The 
Temple of Fauna is in the howling wood and is said to be home to a very 
interesting group of primates. These primates ensure the temple is availably 
for prayer as well as clean it, keep it safe for the clerics of the domain, as well 
as protect all who come to the temple to pray. 

 The Clerics of Fauna do not reside in the temple muchWhere Are They -
like the animals of the realms do not have a permanent home. Thus this has 
caused an absence of the clerics to protect the temple. The nature of being a
Cleric of Fauna is a nomadic lifestyle and going where the needs of animals
are but they are always welcome at the temple for protection, study, and any
other reason they deem necessary. 

Origin - The temples of the monkey king void of everyone but the monkey 
king and the occasional traveling cleric or Yansai needed more than just the 
monkey key to aid in up keeping the ruined temple. The monkey king ever 
thinking and clever began to mediate as before he transitioned to being the 
monkey king. The tendrils of his mind stretched out from him to reach out to
the fauna of the region. This reaching out began to reach the most populated
creature in the howling woods and ironically enough this was the Paqoopo 
monkeys that were one of the God of Faunas first creations after the Yansai. 

Temple Guardians 

When the monkey king awoke from his meditation hundred of these Paqoopo 
monkeys had gathered at the temple. Yet, they were different than the original 
creation, while they were not completely changed from there original form 
they were a little larger than before, able to their minds and intelligence to 
complete tasks that the monkey king deemed necessary, and they were natural
pranksters which led to the monkey king being the brunt of most of there 
pranks and jokes. Yet, the monkey king had his work force and the Guardians
of the Temple were born. 

 The Guardians of the temple complete many of the tasks of upkeepPurpose -
of the temple. This is not a good as some craftsmen but they are able to keep
what is standing of the temple in good shape. Additionally, they are meant to
defend the temple but rarely is a call to arms needed due to the natural respect
of the temple. That is until the Whisperers of the Grave came to the temple 
and turned many of the temple guardians into ferocious beasts and mutated 
forms of their former selves.  
 

 There are very few guardians of the temple that have not Current State -
been turned left. The Whisperers of the Grave have developed a smoke that 
keeps any of the guardians from the temple. The majority of the guardians 
have been transformed into raging forms that attack anyone in the area and 
this seems to have been done by evil magic. A few of the non transformed 
guardians have been trapped and imprisoned then forced to fight there 
transformed and mutated fellows. 

About - This powerful and dark guild fills its ranks with individuals who chase
evil magic in all forms. There is often found liches, necromancers, warlocks 
with evil patrons, vampires, and plenty of other dark entities that pledge their 
power to this guild. They have many tendrils throughout the realms and have
many different goals they chase, but lately it seems that their goal has shifted
full swing into acquiring something called soul crystals. 

Origin - The origin of this guild can be traced back to the earliest of time of the 
realms and has tying origins to all the dark deities. A unknown figure that is 
dubbed as the twilight king seems to be the individual who started this guild 
and is praised as a patron by all the ranks of the Whisperers of the Grave. The
true origins tie back to three immortal beings and are the highest ranking 
individual in the guild. These three individuals are known as  Ghil'zuloq the 
Judge, Joliette the Jury, and Epaphos the Executioner and wether or not that is 
there true names is unknown. These three built this dark guild with the use of
dark magic and soon the guild was as powerful or even more powerful than 
most of the other organization of the realms. 

 The seeking of these crystals began that long agoSeeking the Soul Crystals -
and the rapid change of direction has created a rift in many of the evils that 
usually happen across the realms. All three of the top figures have put all their
effort into these soul crystal and it is rumored that they have already found a 
few of these. The soul crystals are notoriously  hidden in some of the most 
dangerous of places in the realms. A few rumored locations that house them 
are in the center of a hive of giant insects, somewhere in a treasure hoard of
one of the oldest dragons, the club of a powerful giant, and the stories of where
they are hidden get even more stupendous from there on. Yet, there must be at
least a small amount of truth to these stories. 

The Monkey King

A Growing People - The monkey king began shortly after the God of Fauna 
left the realms. The Yansai people began to drift to the mountains to the south as 
the population of them grew larger and larger. The small mountainous temple 
no longer able to house the entirety of the race. A small amount of time passed 
and soon the temple was almost empty of Yansai and the temple began to fall 
into ruin. The first Yansai created by the God of Fauna came to understand that 
a sacrifice must be given and took it upon himself to ensure that the God of 
Fauna last task given to the Yansai people would always be accomplished. The
first one picked up his staff and began the walk down the now home of his 
people never to return. 

- The name of this Yansai has been lost to the ages to allThe Rise of a King 
including the monkey king himself. Yet, the story remains to never be forgotton.
The noble Yansai arrived at the temple and found it in ruin and a large tribe of 
aggressive monkeys had taken it for their home. The Yansai walked by the first
stone he had placed in the temple by his own hands and bent down to touch it.
The Yansai then turned to the temple and began the mighty climb to the top 
where Urdos himself did his creating. A climb that is difficult at best was 
achieved rather quickly by this powerful figure and as he walked the cracked
tiles of the ruins he came to the center of the temple. This area was the location
in which Urdos gave each animal to one of his Yansai to deliver it to the location
of his choosing. The Yansai then took his staff and drove it into the ground and 
began to meditate. A powerful trance like meditation state took him over and 
what seemed liked seconds for him was years in the realms. The once Yansai 
begain to rise as pieces of stone broke around him a almost clay like urn that 
forever changed him. The now monkey king rose to forever protect the temple
that was once known as the temple of fauna but would be forever remembered 
as the temple of the monkey king. 

Whisperers of the Grave

The Trident
About - This group is a rather secretive group that most will never know 
that someone a member about. Yet, almost all of the most powerful 
individuals across the realm are a member of this guild. The trident is a 
representation that all wars are one by more than just one point. A couple 



more meanings are behind why this guild took the trident as their symbol.
The three tips represent the different sections that exist within the guild 
and those are the thieves, fighters, and wizards. Another meaning behind
there names comes from the aspects that win wars other than the strength
of numbers. Those three aspects are information, communication, and 
creative thinking. While the guild hosts many of the most powerful figures
of the realms in there ranks they also have many less powerful members 
but because of the highly importance to the rank system most of these 
lower members do not understand or know of the true nature of the guild.

 The origin of this guild goes back to the earliest of times just as Origin -
the Whisperers of the Grave. There seems to always be a need for balance
in all things and this guild rose beside the darker side of the realms before
they even knew there was a need. The history of the realm begins with the
great elf king Theodluin Fenrona and his want to ensure that all the 
knowledge of the realms be saved for generations. Additionally, Theodluin
knew that without these histories the realms were doomed to fall into the
same failures time and time again. The work began and were the first 
members of the trident thought at the time it was called the disciples of 
wisdom and was headed by the kings brother Thalanil Fenrona. A decision
was later made to collect the works and place them in a secret library 
known as the Grand Compendium Athenaeum and its location is very
protected and only known by twelve individuals of the guild. This location
became the head quarters of the realm after Thalanil Fenrona was cursed
with the first curse of lycanthropy and this is when the official name was 
changed and the ranks were filled with more than just elves.

 The Trident like the Whisperers of the GraveSeeking the Soul Crystals -
are seeking the soul stones. Yet, the Trident has been seeking them for 
much longer than the Whisperers of the grave and the Trident is the reason
why these crystals end up in very dangerous locations. These crystals can
not be housed together in large quantities because of many different 
reasons and to contain them together requires great magical power that no
one person or even group could obtain. A goal of the Trident is to see that
every single one of these crystals is housed in a nearly impossible to find,
obtain, or acquire location. Yet, the only individuals who know the true
nature of the crystals seem to be individual with the rank of keeper or 
above. 

The Soul Stones
About - These crystals literally trace their origin back to the start of the 
realms and the deities who created everything. There are 56 of them and 
they come in two main forms. There are seven of them that are vastly 
different from the other 49 and this is known by the amount of magical 
power they give off. The crystals are known to take a variety of shapes and
this seems to be derived from which ever deity the soul crystal was derived
from. As more and more of these crystals are collected and gathered in the
same location they begin to resonate more and more magical power. This
seems to attract dark beings to the crystals in droves and acts as almost a 
beacon for evil. Additionally, if certain crystals are gathered in the same 
location the chaotic nature of the crystals can effect everything around 
them. These crystals are sought after by more than just the Trident and the
Whisperers of the Grave as the nature of them is to attract powerful 
individuals to them.

 These crystals are as old as the deities themselves if not older in Origin -
some aspects. The crystals are actually the shards from the chain that 
all of the deities broke free from. It is not known why the deities 
were chained in the first place only that they were and the chaotic 
deity Primathus the God of Primordial was the first to break free 
from the chain. Of course, all of this is rather known but thought 
to be more of a myth than actual truth. The book that is rather 
well known and copied for that matter that tells of how the 
realms were created called the Termination of the Long 
Twilight. This book gives a rather fantastic
 existence to how the realms, deities, and people 
were created. The truth of the book is 
questionable at best but many teach the stories to 
children and young lings of the realms. There is 
one thing that is certain and that is that the power 
of these crystals is realm and it is easy to see why 
one would think they have a connection to the 
deities. If one is ever found either true power or true 
demise will soon follow the one who found it. 

There are many ways to get lost in the howling woods as there is no obvious 
road, trail, or feature that gives direction to the temple of the monkey king. 
The woods are known to be disorientating to those who have not been in them 
before, the thick web of dense flora makes the terrain difficult to navigate, and 
highly humid atmosphere can sometimes cause dense collections of fog and 
mist to gather in the woods that make visibility pore. 

 - Any time the adventures cannot see at least 60 feet in the Poor Visibility
prevailing conditions of visibility, they may become lost. The adventures can 
have this happen to them in the howling woods when dense fog or heavy rain 
begins to fall. This will cause the adventures to easily lose the ability to see 
what little landmarks there are in the howling wood. Similarly, adventurers 
traveling at night may be at risk of this without the addition of fog or rain. A 
very bright light is the only way to navigate the woods during the night and if 
fog or rain happen during the night then travel is impossible. At night the 
dense canopy makes the amount of moonlight of little consequence to travelers
of these woods. The ability of dark vision does help but only those who have it.

 The fog that often comes into the howling wood at random is rather Fog -
typical at dawn but does happen atother times as well. 

Rain - The rain is not as common as the fog but it does happen from time to 
time. The only rain that will effect the visibility is during times of dense rain.

Difficult Terrain - Any of the adventures traveling in the forest will be under 
the effect of difficult terrain. This is due to the extremely thick vegetation and
large roots from the trees. The thick canopy also makes it difficult to navigate 
through the woods due to the inability completely void of roads or trails that
 direct anyone looking for the temple to the direction of the temple. This 
further aids to the difficulty of the terrain.

Getting to the Temple

Getting Lost 

The official start of the adventure begins here at this time the adventurers 
should be around the howling wood or already in the woods. It is nearly 
impossible to find the entrance of the temple without a guardian guide or 
having already have been there. The woods alone are thick and dense, full of 
dangerous flora, alive with dangerous fauna, and many more obstacles one
might face. Yet, for the sake of the temple the dangers must be faced by the 
adventures. If the adventurers are having difficulty navigating through the 
woods and have not made much progress the panther stature from the about 
the statue section can be thrown in at any point to hasten the groups arrival to 
the actual temple. Additionally see the , , landmarks section map section

, and  for more information.determining wood density location of the temple

Chance to Get Lost - If conditions exist that make getting lost a possibility, 
the character leading the way must succeed on a Survival check or become 
lost. The difficulty of this check varies based on the terrain, the visibility 
conditions, and time of day. Refer to the table below and use the highest 
DC that applies.



A adventurer that is proficient with survival will advantage on this check 
when it comes to the chance of getting lost. This check should be given
once per hour spent traveling in the woods. If the entire group is together 
only one individual is allowed to make this check.

- If a adventures becomes lost, it is no longer certain Effects of Being Lost 
of moving in the direction in which they are intending to travel. Randomly 
determine the direction in which the party actually travels during each hour
by rolling a D12 with north being the number 12 and the rest of the 
numbers represent the numbers on a clock going clockwise.  

- Once per hour of random travel, each Recognizing that You’re Lost 
adventurer in the party may attempt a DC 20 Survival check minus one for
each hour the group has been traveling lost. Some circumstances may make 
it obvious that the characters are lost and this will make setting a new 
course the only option for the party. 

The lost party is also uncertain of determining in Setting a New Course - 
which direction it should travel in order to reach the temple of the monkey
king after being lost. The determination of the correct direction of travel 
once the party becomes lost requires a DC 15 survival check. If the chosen
adventurer who makes the check they choose a location at random and the
effects of being lost begin again. Once the adventurers are traveling along 
their new course, correct or incorrect, they may get lost again. If the 
conditions still make it possible for them to become lost, check once per 
hour of travel as described in , above, to see if the Chance to Get Lost
party maintains its new course or begins to move at random again.

 - It is possible that several member of the groupConflicting Directions
may attempt to determine the right direction to proceed after becoming lost. 
Make a Survival check for each character in secret, then tell the players 
whose characters succeeded the correct direction in which to travel, and 
tell the players whose characters failed a random direction they think is 
right.

 - There are several ways to become un-lost. Regaining Your Bearings
First, if the adventurers successfully set a new course and follow it to the 
the temple of the monkey king then they are not lost anymore. Second, the 
adventurers through random movement might run into an unmistakable 
landmark. Third, if conditions suddenly improve like if the fog lifts or the 
sun comes up. Then lost adventurers may attempt to set a new course, as 
described above with a +4 bonus on the Survival check. Finally, magic 
may make their course clear.

 - The adventurers may have chosen to buy a map at any ofBuying a Map
the locations before coming to the howling wood. This can be done 
relatively easily but they may have been sold a map and this is due to the 
physical location being hard to find and rarely traveled to. A easy way to
find an appropriate map to the temple is from the clerics of the region as 
many of them may be clerics of fauna. The purchasing of the map can be 
purchases for a couple of fold pieces. 

 - The adventurers may be able to locate landmarks in the Landmarks
woods by the map they bought or by being told how to find the temple. A 
few landmarks that are on the map as well as easy to locate are the howling
river, the abandoned firestone mine, the elder of the woods which is a very
large Wolfen fir tree, the peaks of The Moonlit Tips which is a ridge line of 
the copper mountains to the south but to do this they must climb to the top
of the canopy, but that is about the only way to know where one is in the 
howling woods. The purchased map may only denote one or a few of these
places depending on who it was purchased from.  

Location of the Temple - The location of the howling wood sits in a crest of 
the Copper Mountains just south of Doric Lake. The closest road to the forest
and temple is the trade road that goes between the cities of Arithmic and 
Erstone. The temple of the monkey king sits in the howling wood in the 
southern most portion of the howling woods. The Moonlit Tips of the Cooper 
mountains sit directly behind the temple as well.  
 

Weeping Slime Mold is quite deadly and should be avoided at all costs in 
the howling wood. 

 - This sideways growing tree that grows near flowingCursed Ashen Cedars
water and areas that are prone to flooding are not common to the howling

wood but enough of them exist along the river to make them an issue. This 
tree is normally harmless but the evil magic that is at work in the area has 
infected these trees and caused them to leak unnatural pollen and growths. 

These  are very dangerous and should be avoided as the Ashen Blights
number of them a tree can produce is quite vast. 

The evil magic that has corrupted the temple and the landsFalling Trees - 
around it have weakened the root systems of some of the larger trees. This 

causes trees to topple over at time at random. This happens in areas of 
medium to heavy density of the woods. In medium densities of the woods 

there is a 30% chance of this happening and in heavy densities of the woods 
there is a 55% chance of this happening. A percentile check to determine if 

this is going to happen should be done every hour or two of travel to the 
temple. If it does happen a dexterity saving throw needs to be rolled by any
adventurer who is in the path of the tree falling the DC for this check is 13 

and if the check is failed then 7D6 bludgeoning damage is rolled. 

Parallel Trees - The trees that fall in line with the direction of travel of the 
party are parallel falling trees. The individuals who are impacted by this 

falling tree is anyone in a 15 x 80 foot line.

Perpendicular Trees - The trees that fall to the left or right of the direction of
travel can hit the same 80 feet length but it is assumed that the group of 

adventurers are grouped up more than walking shoulder to shoulder in a line
towards the direction of travel. Instead the perpendicular trees are able to 

effect a 15 x 25 foot line.

Vine Blades - These occur naturally in the howling wood and can be very 
viscous to those traveling through the woods. These happen in areas of 

medium and heavy wood densities and to notice them it requires a DC 15 
perception check as they can often times look and appear like normal vines.

Once they are noticed the razor sharp leaves are then visible to the group. The
passing through these or cutting away requires carful navigation with a DC 12
survival check needed to get through them. These vines grow in large clusters

and areas so going around them is not much of an option and can easily 
increase travel time by hours. If a group does not notice them they will suffer

1D8 slashing damage for every five feet they go through the vines. To 
determine the amount of space moved through they adventurer who walks 

through them must make a DC 15 dexterity saving throw and on a pass they
only go through 5 feet of vines. On a fail they go through at least 10 feet of 
vines but in addition they go through 5 feet for every 2 they fail the needed

dexterity saving throw by. 

These dangers listed before but that does not mean that Other Dangers - 
other dangers can come in different forms. The normal dangers that would 
exists in any jungle or wood are very much existent. Additionally, below a

list of possible dangers one may want to add to make the wood more potent 
for travelers of the wood that will be further detailed in the appendix. 

Acidic Sap
Dead Fall Branches

Exploding Fruit
Crystalizing Amber Sap
Gas Spore Explosions

Ensnaring Vines
Plant Pheromones

Needle Shooting Plants 

Flora Dangers of the Woods
Mutated Weeping Slime Mold - This normally harmless mold has been 
mutated from its current form by evil magic.  The Weeping Slime Mold is a 
mushroom that comes in the form of fan or spoon shaped fruit bodies. These 
bodies are known to form large bowls which can hold the waxy ooze that is 
produced by the mushroom. The ooze is known to contain the reproducing
spores that the mold needs to populate the area of its choosing. This    Mutated 



Fauna Dangers of the Woods
Quiroh Portal Tarantula - This creature has always been a creature of the 
howling woods. Yet, the evil magic in the areas has made them far more 
aggressive and hungry. These giant arachnids create large underground 
burrows that are covered with thick sticky web on the interior. They then build
a door like top using there web, forest flora, and whatever else they can find.
They then wait using tremor sense from the web tendrils outside of there hole
and then come flying out of their hole to kill and eat. The times before this
taking over the howling woods by the whisperers of the grave one would 
rarely hear about these giant tarantula attacking humanoids but as of late many
attacks have occurred.  The  will be very difficult to Quiroh Portal Tarantula
deal with if a member of the party is taken by the creature. A DC 18 perception
check is needed to notice the portal opening but if the portal goes unnoticed 
then the  will ambush the party.Quiroh Portal Tarantula

Rasp Wasp Hives - The hives of the Rasp Wasp have always existed in the 
howling wood and have always been avoided by travelers that know about the
rasp wasp. A low buzzing can usually be heard when the forests is quiet and 
this allows a small amount of warning that one is approaching a Rasp Wasp
Hive Rasp Wasp Hive but rarely is the howling wood quiet. The  is rather easy
to spot even from a distance and is easy to go around. A DC 15 Perception 
check is needed to notice if a is in the area. The entire hiveRasp Wasp Hive 
will attack anyone that gets with a 25 foot radius from the hive. 

Hunting Panthers - A rather often occurrence in the howling wood these 
pitch black panthers are regulars of the woods and are aggressive while they 
are hunting for food. They are like shadows in the wood and coming across 
one happens at random and usually because the panther has taken you for its
next meal. So, while traveling the Howling Wood be sure to keep your eyes 
open for a  and if you do not it may be to late. Hunting Panther

 - The physical and magical changed PaqoopoMutated Paqoopo Guardian
that was once a guardian of the Temple of the Monkey king now wonders the
woods seeking to kill anything its path. This mutated monstrosity is very 
dangerous and savage as was the change it was put through. The Mutated 
Paqoopo Guardian should be avoided or killed quickly as it can bring its 
Enraged Paqoopo Guardian brother to its aid in droves. 

 - This normally happy monkey is different fromEnraged Paqoopo Guardian
the mutated variety as it seems that these paqoopo are either under the 
influence of magic or some sort of drug. The  areEnraged Paqoopo Guardians
known to travel together in groups of three to eight and attack anyone and 
anything that they see with an almost barbaric nature that has never been seen
in these once gentle temple guardians. 

The Whisperers of the Grave have hired many  and  for thehunters trappers
duration of there stay at the temple of the monkey king. They are sent out 
every couple of days and come back at random or sometimes not at all. This
is no matter to the Whispers of the Grave as they have agents in most of the
nearby cities hiring more as needed. These individuals are quite fond of the 
gold they are getting paid by the Whisperers of the Grave and most likely can
not be bought other than some very large quantity of gold. The hunters and 
trappers typically travel the howling wood in groups of three to 5 and the 
hunters are usually more common than the trappers. In addition, the trappers
are known to set different traps through out the wood. These trappers traps 
are rather common through out individuals who trap animals. If one comes 
across a group of these individuals watch out for traps and hunters are at 
times known to travel with .   hunting dogs

Hunting Parties

Below are tables to be used to determine the encounters that can happen in 
the Howling woods. The encounters should be determined with either 
creatures or flora and not both. This is to make the encounter possible and not
overall difficult for both parties. 

Approaching the Temple (A)

As you break through the final portions of the Howling
Wood you see the Temple of the Monkey King for the 
first time. A huge outcropping of rock bursts from the 

earth as pillars that keep the temple from the jungle floor.
The forms of temple guardians scrambling amongst the 
rocks can be see but you can not tell if these are savage 
or still loyal to the temple. As you take the entire few in 

you begin to look for a way to the entrance and there does
not appear to be a way up or a way into the temple itself.

The actual getting into the temple can be done in several different ways with
each way being a different sort of challenge or difficulty. 

As the adventurers begin to get to the end of the howling wood or if you deem
there journey through the wood to have been difficult enough read the below:

Guardian Guide

Finding a Guide - There are many of the temple guardians in the area but 
from a distance it is difficult to discern which of the temple guardians are 
still docile and loyal to the temple and which ones are Enraged Paqoopo 
Guardians. This route into the temple will give the adventurers a route into
the temple that is in the form of a very difficult to climb staircase in which the
path is shown by a guide of sorts. The luring of one of the temple guardians 



can be done with a some of the  found in the howling woods. A DC Ipe fruit
14 survival check can be used in the woods around the temple to find one of
the . The fruit once discovered will wield 1D8 of these fruits Ipe fruit plants
and can be used to lure one of the guardians to the adventurers. There is a 50
percent chance that the Paqoopo monkey lured to the players is a Enranged 
Paqoopo Guardian. 

 - The mechanics for luring one of the monkeys to the party will Mechanics  
require a DC 13 stealth check to not scare the monkey away and after getting 
close enough to the monkey they must toss the fruit to the monkey using a 
improvised weapon attack with a target armor class of 10. Once those two 
obstacles are accomplished then the revealing of the monkey being enraged 
should be revealed at this point. If the monkey is enraged then 1d4+1 
Enranged Paqoopo Guardians attack the party. If the monkey is not enraged 
then the individual who gave the monkey the Ipe fruit must make a  DC 14 
Animal Handling check or the monkey runs off and the process should be 
repeated. 

 - Once the group has there guide in tow the temple guardian leadsThe Climb
them up a steep staircase that is more of a ladder cut into the stone than a stair
case. A DC 15 Athletics check is needed to finish climbing up the staircase 
once each adventurer hits the mid way point of this 100 foot tall staircase. A 
DC 16 Dexterity saving throw can be given for the chance of the adventurer to
save themself, but they will loose 10 feet of height and will have to repeat this
check when close to the top. Additionally, those who fall receive 1D10 
bludgeoning damage to their body from the shock of catching themselves. 

Secret Rope Ladder

Finding the Ladder -  rope ladder  There is a that is used by the Whisperers 
of the graves hunting parties. This  is in between andrope ladder section 10 

and can be found by a DC 18 perception check for those looking section 12 
for a way up while walking around the temple. Additionally, they may learn
about the secret ladder and the magical password for having the ladder 
dropped down by a trapper or hunter they encountered. They would only give
this up by a serious amount of intimidation or persuasion. It is up to the DM 
to determine the appropriate DC based on good role playing, out of the box
thinking, and other appropriate checks. 

 If the players know the password “Deaths Embrace”Dropping the Ladder -
then the ladder is dropped down by Ebyrn 
Heleran who was sent a message when the 
password was give. See Ebyrn Heleran 
Encounter upon this way of achieving 
entrance into the temple. This places 
the players in the second area of the 
temple instead of the first. The 
players can also achieve the ladder 
to being dropped if they have a spell 
that can reach over 100 feet and is not 
limited to sight of the item to be grabbed. 

The Front Door - Yes there is a front door that is known by any cleric of 
fauna but it is a very well guarded secret and requires the breaking of the 
illusion. The cliff face direction in from of section 1 and 3 appears just like the
other cliff faces but is actually a easily climbed staircase to the front door. The 
area right in front of the door appears as thick with plant life as any other spot.
Yet, a very large Wolfen Fir Tree just to the left of where the staircase would 
start if it was not for the magic.

 This tree is a beautiful specimen when it comes to the trees The Wolfen Fir -
of the realms. the palm shaped leaves are beautiful and a deep green and the
rainbow colored streaks of the bark are beautiful. The tree is easily 200 feet
tall and the trunk is 14 feet in diameter. This Wolfen Fur tree represents the 
returning of all things back to nature and a DC 13 investigation check will 
show a series of animals and plants carved into the trees trunk. A few of the 
etched animals and plants are a tree, human, wolf, fish, deer, rabbit, beetle, 
kelp, flower, shrub, and carrot. *Note* Feel free to add any animals or plants
to this list.

How to Solve -  These figures must be placed in a predator-prey hierarchy and 
can be done so by carving arrows into the tree connecting the animals and 
plants together in a line and a minimum of four arrows must be drawn to past 
the test. Once this is completed the illusion breaks down and the true stair way
and opening to the temple are revealed. 

Breaking the Illusion

Hanging Vines - hanging gardens The  in section 6 grow down the entire 
length of the temples shell and the cliff walls leading up the temple. These 
vines seem rather sturdy and thick and are only about 10 feet from the forest
floor. The party can grab onto these vines and use the to repel up the cliff side.

 The vines as a whole seem rather sturdy but one Picking the Correct Vine -
can easily choose the wrong vine. The players can make a DC 14 Nature 
check to determine if the vine they are looking for is a quality vine. If they 
fail they will not know if the vine is good or bad but assume that it is good
and begin the climb. The vine is bad if the result of a D10 roll comes out to be
a 1, 5, or 10 on the roll and the vine will break at another D10 roll at the height
of roll. In example, if the vine is bad and the DM rolls a 6 on the D10 roll to
determine at how high the player gets up before it breaks then the vine would 
break at 60 feet up. If the vine breaks a DC 18 dexterity saving throw is 
needed to grab onto another vine before plummeting down the height that 
was determined on the D10 roll. In addition, the player that falls they will 
suffer the appropriate fall damage.

Appropriate Fall Damage - The basic rule is simple: 1d6 points of damage 
per 10 feet fallen, to a maximum of 20d6. If a character deliberately jumps 
instead of merely slipping or falling, the damage is the same but the first 
1d6 is nonlethal damage.

- Give a DC 8 (plus one for every 10 feet climbed) as you deemThe Climb 
appropriate. A minimum check of a DC 13 athletics check should be given at
the middle of the climb. 

Hanging Gardens

Here are a few notes about the features throughout the Temple of the Monkey
King.

- Throughout the temple are  that provide a Light Crystals glowing crystals
sea-green illumination like a torch. They radiate no magic. Coursing through 
each crystal is a powerful electrical current that naturally creates a glow. In 
the distant past a protective film covered each crystal. That long ago eroded 
leaving a dangerous trap that could kill a regular person. Each crystal has AC 
12, 4hp and is immune to psychic and poison. Any creature that touches a 
crystal must make a DC10 Constitution save. On a failure, they take 11 (2d10)
lightning damage or half that on a success. If the creature is standing in water 
or touching the crystal unintentionally it has disadvantage. Finally, whenever 
a crystal is smashed,1d6-1 crystals de-activate nearby. They no longer emit 
light and are no longer dangerous. These crystals are placed every 4 feet on
opposite side of the walls. 

 - have an AC of 17, 18hp and are immune non magical slashing Stone Doors
and piercing weapons, psychic and poison damage.

- All the animal statues can grant a boon or a bane dependingAnimal Statues 
on how they are handled. These statues are commonly blocking archways
that do not allow progress through the temple. These statues can be very 
powerful aids to those who answer them correctly.

 

The Dungeon

Random Encounters
Random encounters are determined by rolling a d12+d8. If the players attempt 
a short rest, make a roll. If players attempt a long rest, make sixteen rolls. If 
they are being particularly noisy, make a roll if you want to apply more 



pressure. If they’re dilly-dallying or spend 30 minutes in a location doing 
something, make a roll. On a 17+, they have a random encounter. On a 15-16, 
have a near miss i.e.: you roll on the table and the creature selected is 
patrolling or searching for the players, doesn’t find them. Play up the tension.
Roll on the table to the right by rolling a d12+d8 to determine exactly what is 
encountered.

This room is where all the  are held before the Monkey King is ableofferings
to go through them picking out the food and treasure he would like to keep.
The Stone Door is locked and can be unlocked with the Wand of the Monkey
or a DC 20 lock picking check. It only appears if an offering is given. The 
room is packed with all sorts of things and you can find the complete list in
the appendix under Room of Holding Contents.

The 300 foot staircase leads to a set of double doors with a monkey face 
etched into the door itself. The doors open inwards to show a 25 foot  
hallway with a Monkey Statue at the end of that hallway. Open stone 
arches lead to the left and right. 

A test from the statue called the  an Statue of Mammals - Trial of Fauna
ambient voice gives the trial:

Offering Table - A circular room greets you with the crumbling walls of 
the temple all around you. In the center of this room is a stone gray circular 
table. The table has four small monkey statues all pointing to the center of 
the table. Each adventurer  who enters the temple should off up some item of 
value upon entering the temple. The definition of value is up to the individual 
giving the offering but fruit, beer, and wine are always accepted. Every 
adventurer who offers up a offering gains the benefit to understand the 
monkeys of sound mind. This does not apply to any of the mutated or 
enraged versions. If no one offers up a offering or less than half of the party
offers up a offering then  refuses to work with them and Bonkbek the Guide
even in some circumstances could attack. In addition,  speaks Zek the Wild
this language and it is almost impossible to communicate with him otherwise.

3. Cleric Sleeping Quarters 

Wand of the Monkey - This wand is a personal item of the Monkey King 
and is how he controls and activates the magic of the temple. This wand was
dropped by the monkey king during the original invasion by the Whisperers
of the Grave. It can be found in a random room of the Dm’s choosing or by
rolling a D20 re rolling a roll of 19 or 20. Once found or if found at all this 
magical wand only works in the temple and areas directly around the temple.
It can be assured that the monkey king will be wanting the wand back after
the completion of this dungeon. 

Pocket Bridge - This magical item was created to travel across a 20 foot 
expanse with ease. The item can be found in this room with a successful DC 
18 investigation check and appears as a rather unique piece of wood with 
etched dwarven ruins on the wood itself. It only appears as magical to those
who understand magic items or with a detect magic spell. In which case it 
glows bright blue.  

1. Room of Offerings

2. Room of Holding

This 25 foot radius room has the crumbling interior walls and open air roof 
like the rest of the rooms in the first two section of the dungeon. This room 
and the next room are a mirror image of the first two rooms. A room of rest 
and recouping of ones energy. It is filled with 6 fluffy beds that are made 
perfectly with new sheets and pillows. Each bed has a woven reed chest that
has a unlocked lock with a key inside of the lock. This is so that any cleric or
traveler is able to secure there personal belongings inside the chest of their 
choice. If one is inclined to check the interoir of the chests they will find 
a set of nice brown ropes and woven grass slippers. These robes are called 

 and form a set with the grass slipper known as the  Monkey Robes Temple 
Slippers. One can look under the mattress and pillows and with a successful
DC 12 investigation check they will discover a well worn book with the 
title .The Obsidian Prophecy

4. Cleansing Chambers 

This 20 foot by 15 foot rectangular room has the crumbling interior walls and 
open air roof like the rest of the rooms in the first two section of the dungeon. 
This room and the next room are a mirror image of the first two rooms. This 
room has a semi shallow pool that steam rises from even in the warm air of 
the woods. The pool is only around 5 feet deep and is the perfect temperature
for soaking. A cluster of soft towels can be found hanging on the north wall
next to a stone stool. If one investigates the pool a successful DC 14 
investigation will reveal 2D10 gold pieces at the bottom of the soaking pool.
This room is for those clerics and travelers who need a way to relax before 
beginning their prayers or studies in the temple. 

5. Passage of History

This 25 x 25 foot square room has the crumbling interior walls and open air 
roof like the rest of the rooms in the first two section of the dungeon. There 
are two identical 12 feet tall stone bookshelves that are filled with leather 
bound tomes. Additionally, along the walls are faded painting of the building
of the temple.

- The northern most wall depicts the early stages of the God of North Wall 
Fauna and his frustration of creating without the proper workshop to do so.
The first few creations are strange, incomplete, and alien. 

- The east most wall where the bookshelves are leads to a beautiful East Wall 
image in between the two shelves. This illustration is of the God of Fauna 
creating his children the Yansai and bringing them from the earth. 

South Wall - The southern most wall is the God of Fauna and the Yansai 
people working side by side to build the temple. The temple is shown as 
small at first and then brick by brick it climbs from the forest floor. 

 - The west most wall has two different illustrations and the West Wall
southern most west wall depicts the God of Fauna creating animal and giving
them to the Yansai to be delivered across the realms to their respective 
environments that they love. The northwest illustration is the completion of 
the animal creation and the God of Fauna rising the temple from the earth so
he could see all of his children in their homes. 

- There are many books in this small library and most of themBook Shelves 
are about animals of the realms and things along those lines. A few books of 
note are The Sun That Rose Twice, Niwri’s Marvelous Menagerie of the 
Mulitivers, The Lost Familair, The Golden Grove.and  



 - This giant statue that has a large stone monkey on the Statue of Mammals
top of a large stone pedestal and bars the entrance to enter into room 5. The 
statue has two outreached palms and at the bottom of the statue has written in 
common at the bottom of the statue:

:

Solving the Puzzle - The solving of the puzzle is rather easy but it may not
be apparent in the riddle. The outstretched palms each need something of 
the same concept but different in existence. If one was to pour water on one
they would need to place dry earth into the other. Another example would
be a flower in one hand and the seeds of a flower in the other. As long as they
tie to the same idea or concept but they differ in age, concept or design. Then
the riddle is solved and the statue drops down into the temple and allows the
party to pass through.

Additionally, the individual who correctly places the Boon of Mammals - 
gains +1 to all their stats for the next 8 hours. 

Bane of Mammals - Additionally, anyone who places the wrong items in the
hands of the monkey gains - 1 to all their stats for the next 8 hours. 

Statue of Reptiles - This giant statue that has a large stone serpent on the 
top of a large stone pedestal and bars the entrance to enter into room 7. The 
statue has a large stone basin at the bottom of the snake and below the basin
written in common is writing that says:

“A gift for each hand must be given but these gifts must
be different but the same. As with all things in nature 

there is often one who see cruelty but the other can only 
see hunger” 

“A gift you would you would never want to give 
someone you love and you would kill anyone who 
ever tried to do so. This gift is a kiss from one who 

you would recommend to any enemy”.

Solving the Puzzle - The solving of the puzzle only requires one certain thing
to be placed into the basin. A item that is a type of poison must be placed in
the basin. This can be a liquid, plant, fungi, or even an animal as long as it is
a poisonous type of item then the riddle is solved and the statue drops down 
into the temple and allows the party to pass through.  

Additionally, the individual who correctly places the Boon of Reptiles - 
poison gains immunity to poison for the next 8 hours.

Bane of Reptiles - Additionally, anyone who places the wrong items in the 
basin becomes weak against poison for the next 8 hours. 

Comments from Bonkbek - If Bonkbek has agreed to guide the party 
through the rest of the dungeon then read the following when passing back
through this room from the hanging gardens:

“ This room is known as the passage of history and if
you look at the walls you will notice the brilliant 

illustrations done only by the marvelous Niwri Evans 
himself during his short visit to this temple. He also

donated quite a few books to our small library 
collection we have on the Fauna of the worlds. If you
get the chance I definitely recommend readying each

and every volume we have on our shelves. The collection
may be small but every single book packs a powerful
punch in the world of flavor and content. O yes, look 

there I sadly cannot help you with the riddle as it
is up to every traveler to solve the riddle themselves,

but o my that is one scary set of fangs on that snake.”

6. The Hanging Guardians 

A Happy Bonkbek - The normally completely happy Bonkbek is a bit on 
edge due to the Whisperers of the Grave taking over the temple. Yet Bonkbek
has his job and stays to it day to day. The role of Bonkbek is a guide to the 
temple as well as an assistant to any clerics of fauna or travelers that come to
the temple. A strange amount of monkey sounds will be heard by those who 
did not give an offering at the beginning of the temple and only those who 
gave an offering can understand Bonkbek. As long as the before mentoined
details are met then read the following:

What Bonkbek Knows - A every diligent Bonkbek really keeps to himself
for the most part and has kept out of sight during most of the fighting. He is 
not a fighting unless he is threatened by someone or is trying to protect the 
temple. The guide of the temple does know that there appear to be three or
four really strong individuals in this group and quite a few that just seem to 
be here for no reason at all. These individuals are in the Palace Section of the
temple and Bonkbek has seen a lot of his fellows of the temple being tortured
and corrupted by a mask wearing man and scary looking female. That is all
that Bonkbek really knows of the Whisperers of the Grave. 

Powerful Flora -  There are quite a few interesting flora in the Hanging 
Gardens of Bonkbek and the players are welcome to any of them. However
not every single one of them is safe and Bonkbek only says to anyone who 
asks:

The book in question that would grant some insight to the flora in the hanging
gardens is , and for the full Harold the Halflings Herbology Handbook
selection of the this garden see the  in the Hanging Garden Collection
appendix.

This room is a 15 x 20 rectangular room is quite lovely indeed with beautiful
flowers, fruits, and other amazing flora rise up the entirety of the crumbling 
walls of the temple. A set of crumbling stairs rise up on the north end to a 
shear drop that must of at one point led up the roof, another floor, or balcony
of some sorts. Additionally, a very large monkey shaped individual is in the 
northwest corner watering the flora with a very pink contain. This individual 
is and will ignore the players completely if at least half Bonkbek the Guide 
of the player did not give a offering upon entering. If no one donated a item at
all then Bonkbek attacks the party due to the nature of the temple at the time.

Making the Jump - This jump is doable but it is a long way down and the
true distance is 20 feet of clearance needed to jump from good ground to 
good ground. One can change the distance to 15 feet but it is trusting the 
weak and burned wooden planks that remain on the bride if this route is 
chosen then the relative jump checks that are to be done are done so at 
disadvantage. 

Trap - There is a trap that is imbedded in the wall and cleverly disguised by
the trappers in employ of the Whisperers of the Grave. This trap is done with
a trip wire and a DC 19 Perception check is needed to notice it by anyone 
looking for traps. This trap was done by professionals and was well done.
The trap is easy to remove by a successful DC 15 slight of hand check and 
this allows the removal of the scorpion holding basket to be removed from 
the wall. If the trap is triggered than the individual must make a DC 16 
dexterity saving throw and suffer 1D12 piercing damage and become 
poisoned. See Scorpion Poison Trap

The scorpions are easily killed once the trap is triggered wether or not some 
one is hit by the trap or not. Once the trap is triggered it doesn't happen again.

“ Well hello there friends of fauna and nature. My name
is Bonkbek and by the Power of the God of Fauna - 

Urdos I would like to welcome you to the temple of the
monkey king. I am sure your well aware that the temple
has seen better days as these evil individuals has come

to the temple and trapped the Monkey King in his throne
room. I am sure you have a lot of questions for me but
alas I can not give you to much information other than 
who I have seen and what they have done. I do not go

into the Palace Section as my duties are in the care
of the temples guest and ensuring that the other 

guardians are doing their jobs. You are welcome to all
that we have to offer here and if you are here to help

then you are even more welcome than most.”

“One should not pluck a flower they do not know of,
for some flowers have thorns. If you are unsure I would

recommend the library in the Passage of History. It 
is quite lovely and research can only aid you in all

of your future endeavors and travels. 

7. Crossing of Creation

This 15 x 15 foot square room is the exit from the temple entrance section to
the Urodoses Workshop section. The 25 foot bridge that was there at one time
appears to have been blown away by magic or some sort of explosive. The 
agile Bonkbek jumps over the 15 feet of gap in between the two sections with
no issue at all and looks back at the party expecting them to do the same. 



8. Passage of Creation 

This room is a 15 by 20 foot rectangular room with two stone doors on the
east side and one stone door on the west side. There are two identical stone
levers on the east and west wall across from one other and the one on the 
west side is tied down with some scrap piece of cloth and a hanging brick is 
keeping it what appears to be in the down position. Similar to the Passage of
History this room has illustrations on all the walls in the room.

- The northern most wall depicts the creation of the mammals ofNorth Wall 
the realms in all of their forms.  

- The east most wall above the level depicts another deity of someEast Wall 
sort with the release of the birds to the realms. In the southeast corner of the
room another deity is shown releasing the fish to the ocean. 

South Wall - The southwest corner shows a depiction of the creation of 
reptiles of the realms and the God of Fauna releasing them to the realms. 

 - The west most wall has two different illustrations side by side West Wall
one of which is the creation of the amphibians of the realms and them being
released into their water having areas. The last illustration is that of the tiny
insects and other arthropods being released in huge swarms across the 
vastness of the realms. 

 - This giant statue that has a large stone spider on the Statue of Arthropods
top of a large stone pedestal and bars the entrance to enter into room 8. The 
statue all eight of the spiders legs firmly on the ground with the maw of the
spider open to the party and below the basin written in common is writing 
that says:

:

Solving the Puzzle - The solving of the puzzle is rather simple as it only 
requires 8 natural gemstones to be placed in the spiders open maw in which
case the maw closes and then the riddle is solved and the statue drops down 
into the temple and allows the party to pass through.  

Additionally, the individual who solves the riddle Boon of Arthropods - 
gains 8 + their constitution modifier in temporary hit points and a +1 to their 
armor class for 8 hours. 

Bane of Arthropods - Additionally, any individual who fails to solve this 
riddle loses 8 + their constitution modifier in  hit points and a - 1 to their 
armor class for 8 hours. 
  

rs - The levers are just used to be locks and only one can be up atDuel Leve
one time. The up position unlocks the doors on whichever side the level is on
this includes the door on the west side of room 14. This strap of cloth and 
brick was meant to keep the west side doors locked for whatever reason. One
can only think that there is something in room 9 that someone wished to keep
there. 

Trap - The trap in between rooms 8 and 14 is a collapsible trap that causes
the individual to fall into a massive . The humming can be Rasp Wasp Nest
heard by anyone listening for signs of anything by a DC 15 perception check
but they will not know the exact location only that it is in this hallway. A 
successful DC 16 investigation check will reveal the false plate. There is no 
way to deactivate this trap but it can be sealed to not allow any of the wasps
to escape. The pit fall should be avoided after that because the false plate will
still be active.

 - Upon entering the room if Bonkbek is with the Bonkbek Room Comments
party then he give the following introduction to the room:

“A value in us the realms rarely see but the job of 
ours we do diligently. A common place to find us is 
under logs, in dark places, but mostly it is any place 

close to the earth from which we came.” 

“Awww, yes the illustrations are of the God of Fauna
creating each grouping of animals. The God of Fauna
even worked with the Gods of Skies & Oceans to fill the

seas and the skies of the realms. Those three are the 
reasons we have the lands, waters, and airs filled to the

brim with beautiful animals just like me.”

9. Chamber of Water

This room is a 35 by 25 foot rectangular room with a 15 by 20 foot bool on 
the east side of the room. The hallways in between room 9, 8, and 14 show
clear signs of a very hard battle fought by two side. There is blood littering
the floor of the hallway and what can only be described as a 5 foot hole in the
once walkway leading to the actual Chamber of Water. In the room itself 
there are two stone benches on the west side of the room and the now still 
form of a barely clothed man just shy of the edge of the pool. A clear sign of
blood smeared on the floor as if the man was crawling on the floor to this 
room. The skin of this man is clearly burned and near death but his shallow 
breaths can be heard.

This man is very near death and can be healed from theHealing the Man - 
edge of death with standard healing practices. Yet, if he is given a healing 
spell or potion his eyes open and his crawling to the pool begins again. As if
his very survival depends on the waters.

Healing Waters - The Chamber of Water is home to life giving waters and is
known to give healing to those who need it. The healing of the pool is 
limited to 150 health points per day and once Zek the Wild enters the pool
he absorbs 85 points of it regardless if he was given any sort of healing spell
or potion. This leaves 65 health points that the party can use to top of their 
own health before the battles going forward. 

Zek the Wild - The wild and monkey raised Zek the wild takes only a few
moments before he is restored and his scared body is back to normal. The 
revived Zek can only be under stood by those who gave an offering at the 
beginning of the temple. Zek instantly See Roleplaying The Characters 
jumps up and grabs his spear and bows toward the players with his spear 
outstretched to them. This  is being offered to the player as a thankZeks Spear
you for saving him and if they take it Zek will follow at a distance from the
players and aid them in the fights ahead. If they do not take it then Zek heads
off at a sprint towards the Palace section. 

e - Bonkbek upon entering the roomBonkbek the Guid Comments 

“O well, I think I will wait here while you investigate I
did not leave this room in this manor and I am not much

of a fighter sadly.”

10. Chamber of Finishing

This room small 15 x 15 foot square room does not have much in it other 
than a large salamander statue and a few ancient rusty knives and tools. 

Statue of Amphibians  - This giant statue that has a large stone salamander 
on the top of a large stone pedestal. The statue has a tongue stuck out from 
the open mouth and below the basin written in common is writing that says:

:
Solving the Puzzle - The solving of the puzzle is rather simple as it only 
requires water to be poured in the mouth of the salamander. The answer to the
riddle is a river which should give the hint of water needed to solve this 
riddle and statue and once the riddle is solved and the statue drops down 
into the temple. 

Additionally, the individual who solves the riddle Boon of Amphibians - 
gains advantage on constitution saving throws for the next 8 hours. 

Bane of Amphibians - Additionally, the individual who fails to solve this
riddle correctly gains disadvantage on constitution saving throws for the 
next 8 hours.

e - Bonkbek upon entering the roomBonkbek the Guid Comments 

“What always runs but never walks, often murmurs, 
never talks, has a bed but never sleeps, has a mouth but 

never eats?” 

“Yes, this room was once used by the God of Fauna
when he had all the parts and pieces of the animal he

was creating together and he was ready to start the
assembly process. The ancestors to all the animals of
the realms were once put together in this room much

like the toys that children of the realms love so
dearly.”



This room is a 25 by 20 foot rectangular room and is relatively clear in from 
waste and ruins. At the south entrance is a eel statue and the exit to the palace
section there is a statue of an eagle. A button of some sort is in the southwest
corner of the room. 

Statue of Fish - This giant statue that has a large stone eel on the 
top of a large stone pedestal and bars the entrance to enter into room 14 from
the south entrance. The twisted form of the eel has an open mouth and below 
the statue written in common is writing that says:

:

Solving the Puzzle - The solving of the puzzle is rather simple as it only 
requires salt or something that is very salty to be placed into the mouth of the
eel and the statue drops down into the temple and allows the party to pass t
hrough.  

Additionally, the individual who solves the riddle Boon of Fish - 
gains advantage of dexterity checks and saving throws for the next 8 hours.

Bane of Fish - Additionally, the individual who solves the fails to solve this 
riddle gains disadvantage of dexterity checks and saving throws for the 
next 8 hours.

Statue of Birds - This giant statue that has a large stone angry looking eagle 
on the top of a large stone pedestal and bars the entrance to enter into room 
15. The statue has the eagle with its wings outward to the sky and appears
to be flying. There is writing below the statue in common that says:

Solving the Puzzle - The solving of the puzzle is rather simple as it only 
requires  fire to be placed on the stature in some manor. Once the riddle 
is solved the stature bursts into flames and a fiery birds rises from the statue
and takes off into the air. The once location of the statue is now a pile of ash
and a .   red gem encrusted egg

Additionally, the individual who solves the riddle Boon of Birds - 
gains resistance to fire damage for 8 hours. 

Bane of Birds - Additionally, the individual who fails to solve this riddle 
gains weakness to fire damage for 8 hours.  

Trap - This trap is actually only triggered by someone pressing the switch in
the corner. If you choose you may have a temple guardian show up when the
most amount of people are gathered in the blue circle. This trap is a magical
trap that requires a DC 16 Wisdom saving throw and on a fail the one who 
failed is turned into a monkey for 1D4 hours.

e - Bonkbek upon entering the roomBonkbek the Guid Comments 

12. Chamber of Earth

This room is a 25 by 15 foot shaped room and is rather the same as much of 
the rest of the rooms. That is except for there not being any walls at all. This 
seems to be by design and not by accident. The winds can be felt blowing 
softly across the rooms interior. Once someone walks to the other end and steps
on the last 15 x 5 foot area the door behind them shuts and locks and the event
begins.

Air Encounter - This room has stones on one end that begin to glow in a 
random order once the door is shut. A initiative order should be given to allow
for easy tracking of this encounter. The wind in the room begins to howl 
extremely loudly and reduces all movement to only 5 feet per round as ones
movement. The runes that take shape take the form in the following forms a 
the earth or ground, a flower, a bee, a small bird, a hawk, and finally a vulture.
The point of this encounter is to put the animals in the correction location
as they were listed above. Once that is accomplished the wind stops blowing
and the door unlocks.

 - The wind in question goes after every single person in the roomsThe Wind
turn and impacts them in the following way. After a player turn the wind hits 
the player with a buffet of wind. To hit the wind gains a +6 to hit after a 

11. Chamber of Fire

This room 25 ft by 15 foot room is warm even in comparison to the warm 
forest air. The room is alive with the warm glow of a pool of magma that 
seems to exist all on its own without any sort of source. A female gnome is
in the corner and apparently packing a bag and when the party enters read 
the following:

Ebyrn Heleran - This young female gnome is a very smart individual who
hands down is one of the best trap makers in the realms. She has had a 
change of heart in her employment with the Whisperers of the Grave and has
decided to leave the temple. Yet, she can be convinced to stay and help the
party take down her previous employers but she is not much of a fighter. 
See Roleplaying the Characters for more information 

e - Bonkbek upon entering the roomBonkbek the Guid Comments 

Ebyrn & Zek - These two will not work together at all. If the group gets 
Ebyrn to join them then Zek runs off without any explanation and likewise
if the party allows Zek to join them after collecting Ebyrn then she takes her
pack muttering about a savage who killed her friends and heads down the
hidden ladder. 

“Um well hello, I was just leaving...... umm my name is
Ebyrn Heleran and I was once employed by the evil folk
that took over this temple. Im done though they gold is
not worth what these people are doing to this temple 

and these animals. 

“ This room was used by Urdos to bring the warmth of
life to the animals he created. This fire was a gift from

the Goddess of Flames and without the pool there 
never would have been any animals. 

This room is a 15 x 15 foot square room that is filled with natural rocks and 
earth. A rusty pickaxe can also been seen in the corner.

Gems & Minerals- Any individual with a history or understanding of gems,
rocks, and mineral will notice that there are some rare contents in the rocks
in the room. A successful DC 13 nature check is needed by anyone else who
does not already have a understanding of rocks and minerals. See Precious 
Gems in Appendix.

Dwarven Pickaxe - The rusted pickaxe is actually a Dwarven Pickaxe which
allows the user to successfully mine contents from the earth in half the time.
This can only be noticed by a detect magic spell. 

e - Bonkbek upon entering the roomBonkbek the Guid Comments 

“ This room was used by Urdos to collect all the clay
and earth he needed for sculpting the animals in which

he was creating at the time. 

13. Chamber of Air 

ranged melee attack that causes 1D10 + 6 bludgeoning damage to the player
on a successful hit. In addition the player must make a strength saving throw
or be knocked prone the DC for this saving throw is a DC 18 and if the 
player is knocked prone then the wind goes first on the players next turn and
does its next attack with advantage and on a successful hit the player is pushed
off the edge of the room and falls 100 feet to the forest ground. 

e - Bonkbek upon entering the roomBonkbek the Guid Comments 

“ This room is where Urdos put the air in the bodies
of the animals that he created, and it's a bit windy out

there so I will stay out here.

14. Opening of Releasing

“ I am eaten but can never be grown and just like the
fish of the seas I was born in the water but when I get
wet I disappear. I burn the eyes, sting the mouth, but

still I am sought to be eaten daily.”

“ Give me food, and I will live. Give me water, and I 
will die.”

“ O well we are almost to the end here and this is where
I will have to let you all go on by yourself, I wish you
all luck in the next portion of the temple. This room

was the final test of the animals that the God of 
Fauna created and as long as they passed the final tests 

then they made the cut. If not they became a monkey



15. Crossing of Rest 

This 15 foot radius room is only set with a small stone chair in the center and
a bridge on the other side. 

Trap - This bridge leading to the other side is trapped with an explosive. The 
explosive is plate triggered and once does it causes 8D6 fire damage to 
everyone within a 15 foot radius of the explosion. A dexterity saving throw
with a DC 15 can be done for half damage. If is with the group sheEbyrn 
point it out immediately and disarm if for the group. If she is not then a DC 
19 perception check is needed to notice it by someone looking for traps. The 
disarming of it is very tricky and needs a DC 16 intelligence check to get 
started and another DC 16 intelligence check to disconnect the correct wire 
from the explosive. There are another 12 of these lining the walls in the 
15 feet of hallway before the throne room. 

This room is a 25 foot radius room that was once the bed chambers of the
Monkey King. Yet, since his entrapment in the throne room it has been taken
over by the evil sorcerers  and is where she conducts her Cordelia Morgan
evil magic. There are two large monkey statue of the Monkey King on either
side of the 4 post bed. This sorcererss spends the majority of her time in this
room or across the hall working with one of her partners. 

Golden Monkey Statue - golden statue of a monkey There is an obvious 
that sits next to the bed on the east side. This statue is absolutely beautiful 
but if picked up a poisonous gas expands into the air and everyone in the 
room must make a DC 15 constitution saving throw or take 4D8 poison 
damage or half as much on a successful save. 

- See the Double Encounter after the room 17.Double Encounter  

16. Monkey Kings Quarters 

17. Holding Chamber

This room is a 25 foot radius room that was once a place of worship to the 
God of Fauna but has sense been turned into a prison and workshop for the 
evil doctor . This room is full of cages with both enragedDralos the Surgeon
temple guardians and normal temple guardians. The evil members of the
Whisperers of the Grave Dralos the Surgeon and Cordelia Morgan can often
be found here and do not hesitate to attack anyone they do not Recongnise.  

Potions & Poisons - There is a massive collection of poisons and potions
in the lair of and you can see the appendix section ofDralos the Surgeon 

for more details. Dralos Potion Collection 

- The location of the two individuals are typically in Double Encounter  
close proximity to one another and if the fight begins with one than the other 
joins very shortly. There is no chance for talking as both of these members 
know the faces of all those in their employ and know what adventurers 
coming to save the day look like. The battle begins as soon as one of these
members of the Whisperers of the Grave see the party and use the stat blocks
for both  and  for this battle.Dralos the Surgeon Cordelia Morgan

This room is a 35 feet radius room that is similar in style to the rest of the 
temple. However, unlike other rooms the Whisperers of the Grave have truly
transformed this room. The truly has made this into his own roomPit Master 
by building a encircled wood ring around the room. This pit is 8 feet tall and 
has a 3 feet wide circle of planks on the top portion of this ring that allows 
the pit master and other to walk around the ring. Often times beside the Pit 
Master hunters trappers one can find  and  who are not working at the 
moment betting on whatever beast is being forced to fight in the ring. The 
ring can often be filled with temple guardians of the mutated, enraged, or 
normal varieties. Often times they are forced to fight panthers, giant spiders,
captured travelers, or any other variety of things. 

- The wood bridge leading to the top ring of the pit is trapped to Pit  Trap 
those who do not know about the trap. It is extremely well hidden and it 
requires a DC 25 perception check by someone who is looking for traps to 
find. This is due to the professional trappers that have really worked hard on
this devious trap to bring in new possible entertainment while they wait on 
the throne room to be captured. This trap will drop any members of the party
into the pit arena and cannot be disarmed in any way other than by disarming
the device from the other side of the room. 

18. Fighting Pit

19. Throne Room

This room while it is the throne room is only a 15 foot square room that is 
connected with two stone doors on the north and south sides. The Monkey
King himself is in this room and he is a bit intoxicated. The main front 
entrance is covered with explosives that are not active yet, and have been 
placed there to blow the door. The party may not know this unless they are 
told by who set up this trap to begin with. Ebyrn Heleran 

Getting Into the Throne Room - This room is of course locked from the 
inside and the easiest way of getting into the room is with using the Wand of 
the Monkey which was dropped in a random location in the Temple of the 
Monkey King. The other route is picking the lock on the robust door at the 
entrance. This door is a stone door that has a curved tongue and monkey face
engraved onto it. The key whole is almost impossible to find and a DC 21
investigation check is needed to find it. Once found the door can be unlocked
with thieves tools with a successful DC 18 lock picking check. The other
little more insane route is to blow the door down themselves and this will 
require one player to light the fuze and attempt to get away. Unfortunately this
route is very dangerous and due to the humidity of the forest the fuze is a bit
damp and has a very good chance of going out. This will make for an 
interesting encounter of hopefully getting the bombs to go off in one go and
there is a twenty five percent chance of this happening. The table below will
wall you through the process of lighting the fuze:

Pit  Encounter  - The party that is dropped down into the pit circle will be 
forced to fight whatever creature or creatures are in the arena at the time 
waiting for its enemy. The table below will make it a random encounter if
you would like to make it more random. If not just use 7 Engaged Panqoopo
Guardians:

Pit Master Encounter Pit Master  - The  gets involved if the party defeats 
the animals in the ring. The forces the employed hunters and  Pit Master 
trappers of the Whisperers of the Grave into the arena under threat of death.

There is 3 rounds of this before the  joins the fight himself. Use Pit Master
the D4 Table below to determine the rounds of each fight. 

Once the  joins the fight read the below before rolling the final Pit Master
initiative: 

Zek the Wild - If Zek the wild is with the party he will attack the hired 
members of the Whisperers of the Grave and drop the number of round the
party must fight down to just one. In this event he will be gravely injured and
drop down to the forest below to not be seen again. 

“That was well fought but let us see how you fair
against beasts that are a little less mindless and work

for coin instead of fruit. Jump in you cowards you there,
you there and you there.”

“I see you know your way around a fight but I am not
very entertained. Let us see how you fair against the

true master of this pit”



This route again is very dangerous and one will surely pay the price for this
decision. If and when the door is blown the stone door flies into the room and 
knocks out the monkey king pinning him onto the throne. 

- So naturally if the monkey king is knocked Monkey King Encounter 
unconscious then skip to the . If not then the monkeyRomulu Zul Encounter
king can be found laying on a rather large pile of wine skins. His speech is 
very broken and he is clearly drunk. As he begins to talk with the party or 
rather attempt to talk with party. Then the bombs go off behind them with a
loud boom and the door is blown into the room and knocks out the monkey 
king pinning him to the throne. The party will look back and see what appears
to be a smoldering corpse of a hunter and a dark figure walking toward the
throne room with an extremely creepy smile on his lips. 

- The encounter begins with a small amount of Romulu Zul Encounter 
talking from and the below should be read: Romulu Zul 

The individual known as Romulu Zul does not make a move to the party but
rather begins to walk to the room to the north and the below should be read:

If the party refuses then roll for initiative, but if they do not then see the 
appendix for Agents of the Grave:

After the Battle - The battle being over the still form of the monkey king 
lies on the throne room covered by a large stone door. If the players have 
been keeping the  then it begins to grow to form a very realpanther statue
panther. If the party has not found or did not keep the statue in there persons
then a soft patter of paws can be heard coming down the hallway to the 
throne room. The panther then walks up to the throne and makes a mighty
roar that brings the monkey king roaring back to conscious and now very 
clearly sober. 

The monkey king give a deep bow to the party..

Urdos Encounter - The cat form of Urdos begins to shed his skin and soon
a form that is fit for mortal eyes of the God of Fauna greets the party. The 
God of Fauna is somewhat plain, with dark skin, light grey shoulder-length 
hair, and eyes the color of spring greenery. He is medium height, of slim but 
muscular build, and generally has a blissful expression. He is wearing worn, 
ragged clothing as if a forest nymph, colored bright green and pale violet.

See  for details on the skin shed by the panther statue.Cloak of the Panther
In addition from this point see the  of the adventure for the final conclusion
rewards and comments for the story. There is plenty of chances for the party
to get ample reward but if the Wand of the Monkey is in the hands of the 
players this is where the Monkey King asks the party for it to be returned to
him.

“I truly must thank you for allowing me to see that 
the Monkey King was in the room. We were not sure if
he truly was and were not quite ready to blow the door
if he was not. We had hoped by torturing his subjects
he would come out and fight us on our own terms, but

it seems that does not matter anymore.”

“The last step that I need is to enter into this treasure
room and find the soul crystal, but it seems you have

taken out my friends and allies. You would not happen
to be in the mood for making some gold would you?

The Whisperers of the Grave do pay very handsomely
and I will ensure that you get paid in full and survive

all the way back to whichever part of civilization
you would like to go to? How does that sound do you

care to help me get into the treasure room?”

“O well this is a bit unexpected. hahahhahahahah How
long has it been Urdos a few thousand years? Well

my deity welcome to your once home office as you can
see we are in a bit of a need of renovation, but I am 

sure between me and the monkeys we can get it done.
hahahahhahahaha, ahhhh what do we have here a 

mighty party of adventerers coming to defeat the 
monkey king? Well I am of course welcome to all 

challenges, wait no that is not right, you helped me 
didnt you? Well I will be a monkeys uncle.”

“Thank you for coming to the Temple of the Monkey
king. The Whisperers of the Grave had suppressed my
form from coming to the aid of my once great temple.
Yet, I knew that adventurers would come as they seem

to always seek a job with reward or none. Yet, you
see the skin of the panther there on the ground. You 

may take that as a thank you from me personally and
it would seem I have some work to accomplish with
the Monkey King and must be back to the heavens 
soon. So, if you would please hurry with your job

here and allow me to get to work as I can only hold
this form for a small amount of time. As you can 

see I am already beginning to dim. 

20. Provisions Chamber 

21. Room of Wealth

This room is a 15 by 30 foot rectangular room is the personal treasure stash of 
the Monkey King it is filled with gold, gems, and even a few magical items  
from across the realms. See Monkey Kings Treasury.

This room is a 15 by 30 foot rectangular room is the personal food stash of 
the Monkey King it is filled with tasty treats, booze, and all sorts of food 
from across the realms. See Monkey Kings Pantry



Adventure Conclusion 

The adventure is officially over and the party is safe from any other 
occurrence from the Whisperers of the Grave. The sounds of massive 
amounts of panthers can be heard from a distance by the party. If the party
asks about the roars Urdos replies and the below should be read:

The monkey king having his wand back at this time shoves it back in his 
belt and with a endless smile he says to the party:

 - The rewards can be found in the  or the Rewards Monkey Kings Pantry
 in the appendix.Monkey Kings Treasure

 - The party once they leave the What of the Temple of the Monkey King
temple then hear the scraping of rocks and stone. If they look behind them 
they will see the work of Urdos putting the temple back to its once glorious 
and beautiful form. The sparkling gem of the temple is completely restored to
its former glory.

 - There appears to be no sign around What of the Whisperers of the Grave
the temple of the Whisperers of the Grave or those under their employ. An

“Do not fear that is just my children seeing to the final
members of the Whispers of the Grave. The howling
wood is being purged of their evil magic and you will

find a much easier way of things now.”

“Thank you! As a reward from me you can each have
a reward from my collection of treasures. You may 
choose only one thing from my hoard of either my 

pantry or my treasure room.”

“Do you think I would just leave something this 
important in the treasury! URDOS WOULD KILL ME!

It has never left my neck since he gave it to me in the 
beggining. I can believe that stupid group would 

think I would just drop it in a bag of gold”

“It is not safe to keep the crystal here any longer. The
Whisperers of the Grave will surely keep coming after 
it. If you would take this crystal to the one known as
Linet. I believe she is a rather high ranking member

of the Trident and they will find a safe home for
the crystal until the Whisperers of the Grave are

taken care of or the location of the crystal is lost to
time.  

occasional body will be found of a hunter or trapper clearly killed by a 
panther. If any of the high ranking members of the Whisperers of the Grave
were not killed then there may be rumors about them throughout their travels
and escape from the now returned Temple of the Monkey King.

 - The Fauna Soul Crystal can end in two ways if this Fauna Soul Crystal
was meant to be just a one shot then the crystal is actually revealed to be on
a necklace around the Monkey Kings neck:

If you mean to complete more of the Soul Crystal Dungeons then the
Monkey King asks the party to deliver the crystal to the Trident:

Moving Forward- This is not the end to the Soul Crystal Adventurers and
Dungeons. They will be in many of our other products and eventually put into
a full collection of over 56 dungeons.





Non Playing Character Details & Roleplaying

Whundrun Greygranite - The owner of The Towering Salt Tavern in 
Ravens Crest.
–  - Physical Description This burly mountain Dwarf has cropped blond hair 
and brown eyes. His round face give way to a fiercely 
braided blond beard.
–  - He is quick to forgive, a perfectionist, and loves to ask Personality Traits
lots of questions. 
–  - When roleplaying Whundrun would should Roleplaying Whundrun
keep in mind they are roleplaying a dwarf. The normal brash and to the point
nature of dwarves is instilled in him. He is a rather happy fellow unless he is
asked about why he does not work in the mines. In which case his mood 
typically darkens and he doesn't talk much for a bit. This is due to his injury
in the mines which does not allow him to work in them anymore. Yet, he 
does not stay in the mood for long. The tavern is very clean and if anyone is
dirty or brings in mud he is quick to correct them on this issue. He has a 
system to his tavern and he likes to keep it that way.

 - Jasher Stahley Jasher is the owner of The Kings Bull Tavern in Erstone.
The King Bull Tavern is a very upscale tavern that was inherited by Jasher 
Stahley.
–  - Physical Description The well dressed Jasher Stahley has a bald head that
is clearly shaved with small black eyes. A smooth chocolate skin is apparent 
on his hands, neck, and face and that is all that can be seen of his skin due to
his formal dress. This 5’9” human man has a soft typical face and tends to
gesture a lot while in conversation. 
–  - He is quick to forgive, a perfectionist, and loves to ask Personality Traits
lots of questions. 
–  - When roleplaying Jasher remember to always mindRoleplaying Jasher
your manors and proper acting. The King Bull Tavern is renowned by the
upper class society of the city and it is kept up with by Jasher in a very 
professional manor. Jasher is quick to serve and deliver on items that are 
asked for but if not tipped properly one will notice his service slack off a bit
in preference to better tipping customers. 

 - The every knowing historian and high ranking memberLinet the Keeper
of the Trident.
–  - Physical Description This women is quite attractive even though she 
could care less about her appearance. The cropped wavy black hair constantly
gets into her face and often hides her golden eyes. In addition to her beauty is
the smooth golden skin. This 5’4” tall women has a very symmetrical face.
–  - She is a bit slow to trust people on her own but whenPersonality Traits
it comes to those deemed worthy by the Trident she is a bit quicker to trust. 
If she is not on business she loves to joke even in times when are a bit 
inappropriate but she is all business. If the category of history comes up in
conversation she Geeks out. 
–  - When roleplaying Linet one should remember that Roleplaying Linet
she is on business and always tries to act appropriate. If she comes up to a
individual who is rather a jokester she will have a hard time containing her 
laughs and often clears her throat to hide a laugh or snicker. Then quickly 
changes the subject back to the conversation on hand. 

Bonkbek the Guide - The knowledge keeper and guide to Clerics of Fauna
in the Temple of the Monkey King
–  - Physical Description This guide in the temple is very monkey like of 
corse but looks different then all the other guardians of the temple. He is quite
large and more gorilla sized. He has a hairless face with blue skin underneath.
A three pointed almost beard shoots off of his jaw.
–  - He is very protective over the temple, smart in all Personality Traits
things with the temple and fauna, and has a very crude intelligent sense of 
humor that is often not gotten by many.
–  - When roleplaying Bonkbek one should known Roleplaying Bonkbek
that he is trying to impress the party with the amount of knowledge he has

at his disposal. He will not tolerate destruction of the temple that is mindless
and he loves getting asked lots of questions. 

 - The wild man that lives in the Howling Wood is a beast of aZek the Wild
man but understand the true nature of things.
–  - Physical Description This human man stands about 6’4” and is extremely
muscular. The skin his heavily scarred and bronzed by the sun, this is due to
the small amount of clothing he wears and the natural dangerous of the woods.
His face is rather rough and gives evidence of a clearly broken jaw and nose 
in times of his past. He tends to walk like most monkeys do on all fours. 
–  - He is very kind and forgiving to those who are kind toPersonality Traits
him, but he can be a bit reclusive to those who are truly alien to him. It is 
hard for him to communicate in any other language than the guttural guardian
speak of the temple of the monkey king.
–  - When roleplaying Zek one must remember which Roleplaying Zek
players gave an offering and which ones did not. The ones who did can easily
communicate with Zek and the others find it very difficult to do so. A heavy
amount of pointing is often done when Zek thinks the player does not know
what he is saying. In addition, he is very protective over ones that deem him
as a friend. 

 - The now jobless master minded trapper of the WhisperersEbyrn Heleran
of the Grave. 
–  - Physical Description This petite rock gnome has long blue hair that she
dyes herself. She has soft skin that has been marked by the explosives that she
loves and those leave small scars all over her skin. This is from tinder boxes,
burning fuses, and even shrapnel. She is 3’6” and has a round rother joyful 
face. 
–  - She is rather brash and does not care about risks or Personality Traits
odds. A curious mind is often said to be way to curious and she has a pet
mouse she named cupcake. 
–  - When roleplaying Ebyrn one must remember that sheRoleplaying Ebyrn
is very sorry about her ongoing with the Whisperers of the Grave. She had no
idea that the job was going to cause so much destruction to the temple or the
animal life. The gold was just to much for her to pass up for she is one of 13
siblings and often times her parents are hard pressed to provide for them all.

Cordelia Morgan - The magical evil behind the corruption of
much of the Howling Wood and the guardians.
–  - Physical Description This beautiful blood elf has magically altered skin 
that gives her a even more red look to her skin than others of her race. The 
long curled red hair hides her hides her reddish green eyes. The face of 
Cordelia is quite magnificent despite the high pitched voice that escapes it.
–  - She prioritizes her work and her doing very well, andPersonality Traits
often times is very pessimistic. She is cruel with magic and follows those 
who are more powerful than her with joyful diligence. 
–  - When roleplaying Cordelia not much is said byRoleplaying Whundrun
her. She is quick to fight anyone she things is there to take down the ongoings
of the temple. 

 - The physical and magical evil behind the corruption ofDralos the Surgeon
much of the Howling Wood and the guaridans.
–  - Physical Description The scared form of Dralos is hidden and covered at
all times. One does not even know what race he once was before the burns hit
his body. He always wears a plague mask. 
–  - He never speaks and it might be because he can no Personality Traits
longer speak at all. 
–  - When roleplaying Dralos one will not speak butRoleplaying Whundrun
he loves Cordelia Morgan more than his own life. The every cruel and 
beautiful Cordelia does not know of his love but he will sacrifice himself in 
every turn to protect her, but she will write it off as a member of the 
Whisperer of the Grave protecting another member. 



Passing of History: Book Collection

Hanging Gardens Collection

The Pit Master - The giant of a humanoid is a cruel provider of 
entertainment to the members of the Whisperers of the Grave.
–  - Physical Description This giant goliath has a pale grey complection to his
skin and is covered in tattoos of different beasts, monsters, and animals. His 
eyes are a pot of brown on a 7’3” tall beefy frame. His face seems innocent 
but the true cruelty can be seen in his eyes. The left ear has two golden ear 
rings in it. 
–  - He is a sucker for entertainment and prefers to give Personality Traits
people a fighting chance than to kill them alright. He is a keeper of secrets to
the grave.
–  When roleplaying the Pit Master one must Roleplaying The Pit Master-
know that he always enjoys a good show. The entertainment of the crowd 
should always be the first thing that comes up with roleplaying the Pit Master 
and his strong voice carries very far. 

 - The leader of the Whisperers of the Grave and there attempt toRomulu Zul
take the soul crystal from the temple of the monkey king. 
–  - Physical Description This average human man does not seem like much
to most people who see him. He is 5’7” and has a collection of shoulder length
black hair. His skin is rather pale and his smile is even whiter than his skin. 
The green orbs that dwell in his eyes are piercing to anyone soul. He has a 
sharp bland face with a short beard. 
braided blond beard.
–  - He is always polite it would seem even to his enemiesPersonality Traits
and is a heavy reader which grants him his vast knowledge. This also gives
him a air of arrogance because he tends to try to hard to sound a bit smater 
than he is. 
–  - When roleplaying Romulu remember to actRoleplaying Whundrun
cordial and polite even when speaking to an enemy. A certain amount of 
professionalism is given from his voice in every word that drips from his 
mouth.  

North Bookshelf - There are many books in the collection of the temple of
fauna and below is the titles and a brief description of a few of them.

- Flora of the Realms– Harold the Halflings Herbology Handbook
–  - Fauna of the RealmsNiwris Marvelous Menagerie of the Multiverse
–  - The love of animals no matter what background Bard, Bees, & Bugbears
–  - The start of creating the animals of the realmsThe Sun That Rose Twice
–  - The story of the dragon like norther serpentsSerpents of the North
–  - The origin story of the phoenixesPhoenix in the Winter
– - The deepest reaches and the animals found thereThe Heart of the Earth
–  - The animals found often in caverns The Forgotten Creatures
–  - Dwarven study of cavern animalsThe Mineralogy Anima
–  - The study of ocean dwelling animals Salt of the Blessed
–  - There study of nocturnal animalsThe Midnight Walkers
–  - The great cats of the realms and their magicCats of Power
–  - There study of fire loving animalsTravelers of Fire
–  - Wood elf account of the sounds of the forestsForests Listening

 - There are many books in the collection of the temple ofSouth Bookshelf
fauna and below is the titles and a brief description of a few of them.
–  - A survival guide of the northHurt by the North
–  - The study & guide to owls of the realmsOwls of Sliver
–   - The tastiest animals of the realmsButchers & Lords
–  - The recount of gnome rat soldiersAgents & Rats
–  - The diary of a unknown soldier & the jungleBattling in the Jungle
–  - The many mounts of the realmsHorse of Rainbows
–  - A complete collection of flying animals Design of Wind
–  - Jumping Into the Animals Druid account of becoming the animals of 
   nature and what it is like during the time inside
–  - The best fishing spots as told by Drols DevrientFish of Life
–  - Telling the future by using the feathers of birdsDestiny With Wings
–  - Wolf of the Land The legends of lycanthropy and the study of how the 
   disease connects to the wolves.
–  - Poisoners Zoology A full collection of poisonous animals and how to 
   extract the poison
–  - A guide to hunt by region of the realmsHunters Manual
–  - The fish of the deeps - krakens, turtles, and moreFish of the Ancients
–  - The study of those who have dog filled premonitionsDog of Nightmares
–  - A survival guide to the mountainsTravelers of the Mountain
–  - The recount of a orc and his love of miceMice of the Prison
–  - The giant spiders of the realmsSpiders of the Titans
–  - A collection of little boys stories with flora and faunaTrees and Boys
–  - The carrion animals of the worldBane of Death

Flora in the Garden - There gardens that are taken care of by the guide of 
the temple of the monkey is very beautiful and is almost one of a kind. There
are not many visitors to the temple in recent years and this has led to a truly 
well manicured, cared for, and unique garden. The list below will have a the
most potent and useful ones:
–  - This particular flower is common for those who wish to Sacred Beauty
please the gods, or are seeking the love of their life. This flower is known to 
be a wonderful gift for one seeking the hand of another and the rarer the
particular flower is the better there standing is. The pearls produced by this 
flower are often gathered and sold with significant increasing price depending 
on the rarity of the pearls found. 
–  -  This flower is a known oil producing flower when enough is Eye Rover
collected and ground down then strained for its oil. The oil is used for a ton of 
different items such as balms, salves, perfumes, and other cosmetic uses. 
Additionally, when a individual consumes three drops of this oil they are able 
to recover from levels of exhaustion.
–  - This flower is known to produce a seed that when the wind blows Aproom
the seeds shake and emit a sound a humming noise. These make an interesting
plant for individuals. If found in the wild adventures and rangers are known to 
attach trip lines as a sort of warning of intruders. In addition, wood elves of the
realms have been planting these in areas were trespassers are not welcome as 
a deterrent or warning system.
–  - A truly wonderful flower with a great number of uses. The Fire Flower
seeds are a powerful snack that can be eaten by those needing the quick refuel. 
The leaves are known to be able to be eaten and the consumer will be immune 
to the heat of fire for a small time.
–  - For some this flower also acts as a symbol of protection. The False Duke
prettiest and largest of these flowers grown on the high peaks of the mountains. 
So, to collect one of these flower is quite perilous. The sign of this is that of a 
powerful individual.
–  - The flower can be a powerful flower for those who Daydreamers Slumber
need water that is purified. For some the drinking of this water has indeed 
saved them from the brink of dying. The petals are also brewed to make a 
powerful tea that is said to give one pure mind and the inability to lie.
– This flower is again a symbol of death but while the symbol Deaths Wings - 
is that of a dark nature. The flower itself can prolong the shelf life of food and 
meat. The flowers are collected and placed near the food and it is known to 
increase the shelf life of the food by almost double.

Mimic Beans–  - a species of bean that mimics native herbs, fruits, and 
vegetables. the mimicry isn't perfect, usually making the plant an odd color or 
have a different number of leaves. The plant can be identified with a DC 11 
nature check. if eaten it deals 1d4 poison damage.
–  - a rush plant that, when in bloom, releases a bitter nectar. Ochoss Rush
if eaten it doubles the effect of 1 dash action. The effect lasts 1 hour.
–  - a plant similar in appearance to cattails. it soaks up Electric Gasweed
water from lakes and ponds and electrifies the water in the head of the plant 
which creates a mix of hydrogen and oxygen in the air. if a fire is held within 
5ft of the plant it creates a burst of flame encompassing all creatures within 
5 feet of it, dealing 1d6 fire damage. the burst of flame propels seedlings and 
pollen in the air.
–  - a starchy, potato-like tuber roughly a foot long. the root Riverbed Root
stores moisture in drought prone areas, usually growing in riverbeds, and 
storing water when it dries up, waiting for the next flood. the roots can store 
up to a gallon of clean, drinkable water in even the driest conditions.
–  - beans that look like string beans or green beans. These Lumen Beans
grow in caves and other dark places. their foliage is a dark grey/green. when 
picked they are a dull green, but when bent they let out an audible crack and 
glow green, red, or pink depending on species. the glow dimly lights 10ft 
around the point of origin.
–  - A unique species of plant that bears burs, the seeds of this Bucket Burs
plant attaches itself to gear, fur, or even skin if one isn’t careful. The interior 
of the Bucket Bur regularly contains a sap that attracts plants towards it
–  - is also a flowering plant, although the flowers are quite small Drapevine
and are usually greenish white. These flowers grow more toxic the longer 
they are on the plant, although even at the end of the season, before they are 
shed, they will do little more then make you nauseous for a few days. Their 
only valuable medicinal property is that they can induce vomiting easily, 
which can help those who accidentally ingest poisonous swamp plants.
–  - 3 distinct styles of flower, the flowers are often used in Chimera herb
alchemy to mix the effects of two different potions while still keeping the 
potency of both.

There are many other books in the collection of the temple of the monkey 
king but most of them are either journals that pertain to animals, collections
of songs of history that have animals in them, and other types of smaller 
books along these lines. 



Monkey Kings Pantry  

Monkey Kings Treasure   

Chamber of Earth: Precious Gems 

–  - Pale to the point of translucency, this tall grass grows in both Ghostgrass
the material plane and the border ethereal at the same time. It can be harvested 
as a crop, but only with very expensive equipment. It is commonly used in the 
creation of magical scrolls, thread for magical cloaks, and a particularly 
unhealthy but extremely tasty type of biscuit.

- Grapes grown in dragon dung. It does literally nothing to the – Dragongrapes
grapes except increase the price of the wine made from them.

 - An orcish crop, the beans can be thrown for 1 point of – Boomboom beans
fire damage. Orca use them to make stew. Stay away from open flames if you 
eat it.

There are many other plants so feel free to add and take away at your own 
leisure. 

A collection of very rare gems can be mined from this pile of stone and rocks 
but one must use the magical dwarven pickaxe to get any value out. Use the 
table below as a way of mining and getting the gems from the stones:

Roll for the type of material mined of the D100 Table below

Roll for the table below for the weight and quality of the material

In the pantry one will find plenty of food & drink in the room. This can be 
taken as a reward instead of an item from the treasurer. One will find a variety 
of rare fruits, meads, wines, ales, and other interesting consumables items.

There are other items as well but the above items would be the most common
and one should feel free to add and take away as they feel fit.  

Bag of Treasure - If a player decides to take just a random bag of gold then 
roll on the table below:

 - If a player decides to take just a random chest of gold then Chest of Treasure
roll on the table below:

In addition roll on the Mined Item Tables Once

Wondrous Items - There are a few items that are truly remarkable and can be
found if the player decides to really look for them. See Magical Items
– Staff of the Monkey King

Call of the Swarm– 
The Stone Tree– 
Barkhide Shield– 
The Mind Hive– 
Outreach– 

Fruits
Ramar

Ipe 
Sun Fruit
Beoloupe

Ipple
Cliff Plives

Pionia Bulbs
Clebana

Violet Machina
Seshtine Berries

Wines
Celle Rouge
Gochavens

Welas
Linuhr Doux

Meads
Sleepy Friar Mead

Ebonstar Mead
Pure Honey Mead

Volta Mead

Ales
Apple Walker

Fall Brew
Green Gob 
Yellow Joy

Liquors
Hushed Thrill
Blue Dutchess

Southern Fireblend
Nobles Fall



Other Flora Dangers 

Acidic Sap - This sap oozes from cursed trees and causes 2D6 acid damage
to anyone who touches it. A DC 16 nature check is needed to tell that the sap
is actually dangerous.

 - These branches fall from dying trees at random. A DC Dead Fall Branches
14 perception check will allow the player to hear the cracking of the branch 
before it falls. On a pass, the player has advantage on a DC 15 dexterity 
saving throw or they take 1D12 bludgeoning damage. 

- This fruit grow as cursed dark fleshy fruits and can Exploding Fruit 
explode at random. The seeds then shoot out causing 10D4 piercing 
damage or half as much on a succesful DC 18 dexterity saving throw. 

Dralos Potion Collection   

Agents of the Grave

No Turning Back - If the players decided to go to the dark side then there is
no turning back and they become adopted into the Whisperers of the Grave.
The final portions of the dungeon are ignored and the Whisperers of the 
Grave do in fact gain the Soul Crystal of Fauna. 

 - If the players will then be given a letterBecoming Full Fledged Members
for them to follow a series of trials to become full fledged members. These 
trials are different for every member and are typically involving murder, 
theft, and acts of evil. 

 - The final trial is by putting the want to be members in a The Final Trail
room with 3 other individuals and only one will become a member and that
member is the one who is the last one alive. 

 

After the death of Dralos the Surgeon the players may want to explore his 
lair and in it they will find a large amount of potions, potions and natural 
occurring ingredients. 

 - There is around 10 potions that can found in the Dralos Potion Potions
Collection
– Greater Potion of Healing
– Hand Held Helper
– Colossus Concoction
– CCP Potion
– Quick Recovery Potion
– Relaxation Potion
– Truth Syrup
– Potion of the Red Bull
– Potion of Orcs Fortitude
– Potion of Inner Fire 

Poisons - There is around 10 poisons that can found in the Dralos Potion 
Collection:
– Drought of Halved Death
– Spoiled Potion of Healing
– Tears of the Mind
– Specter Essence Poison
– Wyvern Poison
– Blades Friend Poison
– Mages Folly
– The Last Kiss
– Deaths Edge Poison
– Rupture Dust 

 - There is around 10 natural consumables that can Natural Consumables
found in the Dralos Potion Collection:
– Rushroot
– Spotted Red Cap
– Spotted Green Cap
– Nirok Beans
– Sap of the Bore Tree
– Berries of the Bard
– Ghost Root
– Husk Seed of Summoning
– Mermaids Watercress
– Nightshade Seeds 

Crystalizing Amber Sap - The sap oozes down from the woods top portions
of the trees. It is almost impossible to hear but a DC 20 dexterity saving throw 
will save the individual from being trapped. The individual who does not save 
becomes petrified if they fail the saving throw. 

 - These mutated fungus explode at random and causeGas Spore Explosion
2D6 poison damage and 2D6 bludgeoning damage to anyone who fails to 
notice the fungi and steps on it. The fungi can be noticed by a DC 14 
perception check with a following DC 12 nature check. 

 - The vines reach out to grab and grabble a player the Ensnaring Vines
grabble check with a DC 19 strength or dexterity check by the player 
ensnared. The player then suffers 2D8 bludgeoning damage per round they
spend ensnared by the vine. The DC of the grabble check goes up by one 
every round they spend in the vines embrace. 

 - This causes an individual to make a DC 14 Wisdom Plant Pheromones
saving throw and if they do not they are charmed by the plant and randomly
begin attacking members of the party. 

 - This plants grow as sharp needles and can explode Needle Shooting Plants
at random. The needles then shoot out causing 10D4 piercing damage or half 
as much on a succesful DC 18 dexterity saving throw. 

Magic Items 

Below are the magic items that can be found throughout the dungeon:



Dwarven Pickaxe 

Zeks Spear

Cloak of the Panther 

Monkey Robes 

Staff of the Monkey King

Wand of the Monkey

Temple Slippers

Monster Stat Blocks  
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